-INSIDEThe men's hockey squad
tied Lowell 3-3 Wednesday night at Snively .See
related story page 24.
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"The Visit" opened at
Johnson Theater Thursday night. See review
page 15.
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Frate rnity
fined $25,000

Camp us
c_o p bill
pulled
By Francoise von Trapp
A New Hampshire bill to
upgrade l.JNH Public Safety
officers to full-time police officers was withdrawn from
House legislation Wednesday
after officials decided the problems with the present situation
could be solved without legislative measures.
The · bill was proposed by
Attorney Brian Snow of Nashua,
' and introduced by NH Representative Richard Duprey Jr.
(R-Nashua).
Snow proposed the bill as a
solution to his concerns about
the lack of authority of the
Public Safety officers.
Since the Public Safety office rs do not undergo the same
training program as regular fulltime police do, they are not
eligible to be certified.
"People in uniform should
be certified," said Snow.
UNH Student Body VicePresident Ted Eynon said the
problem with the bill was its
presentation. He found out
about it through a list of bills
being proposed in the newspapaper The Union Leader, and
brought it to the 8.ttention of
USNH Vice Chancellor Eugene
Savage.
Savage said he was made
aware of the bill a few days
before Eynon contacted him, but
the bill had not come from
within the university.
"University issues have to
pass University proceedings
first," said Eynon. "They didn't

862-1490

By David Olson
UNH fraternity Pi Kappa
Alpha was found guilty last
week by the Strafford County
Superior Court and fined
$25,000 on three counts of
selling alcoholic beverages with
out a license.
However, $20,000 of the fine
was suspended said County
Attorney Lincoln Soldati. Pi
Kappa Alpha will have to pay
$1,000 a year over the next five
years, he said.
The charges stemmed from
a September 25, 1984 party at
the fraternity wher_e Durham
police said three underage female UNH students paid ~dmis-

sion and were sold alcohol at
the fraternity bar.
Durham police Chief Paul
Gowen said one of the young
women became unconscious
later that evening and had to
be carried back to Stoke Hall,
where she was a resident.
An ambulance was called and
the woman was b"rought to
Exeter Hosptial, reportedly
suffering from acute alcohol
poisoning.
John Bosen, Pi Kappa Alpha
president, declined to comment
under the advice of the fraternity's lawyer. He said he would
not comment on the situation
until at least next week.

Electr ic outage
closes library
By Ken Fish
Dimond Library lost electrical
power early yesterday morning
and had to be evacuated when
electrical lines leading from
' circuit three broke down.
John Sanders, director of
plant maintenance and engineering said circuit three, part
of the underground power distribution system which supplies
Mary O'brien of the UNH Figure Skating Club practices her
power
for the core-campus area,
pirouettes in Snively Arena.(Robin Stieff photo)
had an apparent short circuit
in powerlines.
use the proper channels."
relationship between the Uni"Three-phase" powerlines
Savage said the administra- versity and the town of Durham. carry 4,160 volts to supply
tion did not feel it was approp"Public Safety Director Dave electrical needs on campus.
,riate at this point to deal with
Parts of Demerrit and James
this type of legislation. He said COP BILL, page 11
Halls and Pertee Haouse were
he told Snow that President
Haaland and other administrators were concerned about the

also affected by the short circuit.
But Sanders said these buildings
had their power restored by
10:30 a.m. and Dimond Library
had power by 2:15 p.m.
We changed the circuit over
by switching from circuit three
to circuit five, using something
like a huge 'extension cord',"
Sanders said.
He said he had not heard of
any damage to buildings or
systems affected by the electrical
outage.
Dimond Library was evacuated because the batterypowered emergency lights in
IN-THE-DARK, page 11

Durha m, UNH cops
to fight vanda ls
By Catarina de Carvalho
Durham residents of Cowell
Drive through the years have
complained of property destruction from vandals and trespassers who have usually turned
out to be students. More recent
acts of vandalism have stifled
residents to take action against
the continuous abuses, said
Durham Police Chief Paul Gowen.
The trespassing problem has
lead to such destruction as
broken windshields, uprooted
lamp posts, corn-down fences
and a scattering of broken beer
bottles, he said.
Since the fall of l98 4 , l l 5
cases of criminal mischief have

Police. Gowen said some of
those cited for the crimes were
UNH students.
Despite town officials' efforts
to remain non-judgemental
concerning the offenders, Gowen said members of the community are assuming that UNH
students are responsible.
Gowen said part of the reasons why UNH students are
being singled out comes from
individuals' disregard for a
community that is not theirs.
He said an individual is capable of doing things in a community they would not do in
their home town.
Director of UNH Public

UNH Juggling Club members Rod Pitman, Dave Haffer and Erik Gleske,
_:__:_·,oeeir=reptrttecfL{Jtlfe'.D'ctihaiir· ~MtseHIEF, 'page:lt -_-::-··-. - ~. Granite;.St.attLB:tlOm oftbe -MIJR(Karen.J-.e we~to):
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Pre_s sure ·c hamber:
.only .one in N .E. ·

By Andrea Holbrook
oxygen-carrying molecule in the
A giant white capsule, resem- blood. Once Hb is bound to CO,
bling a Good ' n Plenty with it does not readily give it up .
portholes in the upper side, sits In the hyperbaric chamber ,
in Putnam Hal1 's enormous oxygen is under pressure ; a
garage.
higher pressure than the CO in
The twenty-one foot long, the blood. To reach equilibruim,
eight foot diameter Good ' n the Hb gives up the CO, allowPlenty is the UNH-New Eng- ing it to leave the body. The Hb
land Regional Hyperbaric then freely picks up oxygen.
Chamber, used for treating lifeLavboie said in fresh air " it
threatening diving accidents and takes four hours to reduce the
cases of monoxide poisoning.
CO conce_ntration by half but
Paul Lavoie, who graduated in the chamber, under pressurfrom UNH with a degree in ized oxygen, the CO content can
engineering and has been with l-be halved in 23 minutes.
the Marine program since 1974,
CO poisoning is dangerous
_is the cha mber'<, Oper::iri o n~ l bec~u~e ir_d_e prives the l:>rain and
Director and UNH's Marine other tissues of oxygen. He
Safety Officer. He is in charge explained, "An add·e d feature
~ -~~==~-oI.deep~seia1-viiig.:hasicSCDBA.,=__'jj£o_xygeii::in -~cnariibet·g -fJYa'Cresearch diving, and diver cer- oxygen can dissolve more readtification.
·
ily in the plasma."
Lavoie says working with the · - -'-'Seriou-s accidents re . 1:1-ire
chamber makes his job "both
· ·· ------------- ~:i~~~~!1~~~1~c~:r~-~::ee~~--- -- ----the· chamber and the diving

·Day_ _

--t_

An inside view of the UNH hyperbaric chamber shows the seats and the bunks on which
patients are treated.(Charles Smith Jr. photo)
_

_

_

multiple treatments, but it gets
to the point of dimishing re-:
tiifn£-ne ·said·.-_--· ---------_ -- _-----The four to five hour treatments, which cost between $700
and $1~00-each are iven .free

Otia

of charge. "We don't charge for· by vofunteers . it takes four- to
this at all," Lavoie said. "We five people to run each treat·- w"i'ltao_what-is nece·ss,gy,Jio our--·· 1trent: a~hY§idan offthe-outsfde; ·_-·--· -- ... _
best to follow through and do an emergency medical techniwhat~dically sound."
.'.f-he chamber .is. usuaLly run - CHAMBER,_page 18)

Beaclr travele:rs:-1,eware -·· ·

s·

.

.\

program.
B L. M
~
/J.
"UNhH got it (the chamberd)
Y .•s~ -~~\ ._rna~r,
'
\ ..
ibited"·own.-vd·- ~. •· ",.
1,
about t ree years ago. 1t opene
Don t '":. · ,'. caug
·-9fficiallyfo_r-busi_ness ·a·y~-r ·ago -- ~arrona, ·f l ·.;·st-r
.-1
·~v•
- · • .
in March," Lavoie said. "Orig- open contain~r
wimming
· inally the chamber was for use you'll be forced t
n't have
in treating diving accidents. We of your v;~
a<L,,"'¾$V-.hic
·
ese "forexpected to do about ten treat- of on thci1Tlac
drlekin
ay within
ments a year."
"Have'fu~
,:.'.. . scud-~
" Muffo"In eleven months we've done said Lt. J.
.h~_,,;_,chabge
e.
twenty-four treatments on thir- Commu{.
rtAle
,.,
be aware
teen people, five of which were ment of • i z
eacli ~ ... eit'llel
.. '.':
Stay clear of
carbon monoxiqe (CO) poison- Police Cqdf
<#',,, """ a veij
gjng~~, sites.
ing," he said. "When the hyperEach s ·
Peb ·
1o· i~1istered motel
·-•·•-- ....-- · bane chairibfr"rn "New1.ondon,--- t6' .. ta'ke
"
arintt•d: . uf..~ t
anager,rsksymr-·-~~-----,
Connecticut stopped treating Beach's '.
ole~
•~.• t-~~it ·-bu
premises for any
the public last year, the chamber waters, ij».'t
orget\a
ted. :· 'u1'ns h~
e, do so. "You must
here went from treating just of the b~ii
a.ti
n that\
a ~tt~~-~Jll
-~.-his·:11utretoh'
the law," he said.
Northern New England to all which gd::. ti
,f.>d
~For
natt❖...,'6:1 0
ed the police, Muf. of New _England."
.
.
. S_o the"Dayt<Jtta.,Beach_I~
·end
g, •" ,/k~i'J; m:CX-tto call the emergency
Lavoie's scariest experience Department sends !ffl~:: .. ,,:
n
· T"rt I doii't!(no
1. "When you call
working with the chamber was safety
lat ions priof
~
· __
wit:h:.::siin
ce from a motel or
the ch~mber'~ first pat~ent. "We spring b , ~-:! ~;rolleg;s w . · ,.. ,. ~:is-.ille&~t{ ~' if-rr~
/ 0· ···....,.,pa!.nfu!."
.
important that you
had .t.hi_~-v_e_fy tlll~dy w_ich _sever!= stqc;lepts_:t~vt1 to_t!}]t ~~,§ .
Muffo1etto»Mtiilt--rhe,.w mph
Swim near a l
, 1_,i
police your room
CO poisonmg and IVs (mtrav- Most Famous Bea~ ,,,... ··-;:::.,<.
speed limit 1s stierlf~rced: - at aJl times," ~.:-tqrs~1
The compuier·-aoes
enous tubes) going all over the
The n}fos ar@Jfa~N:, <!.!t9' E;. Daytona Beach is on a public "Man-o-rays"·~~~:..:
' fish ~~J#,»
he motel location but
pl~ce. It's also our ~ost c_om- MuffoletffBt5t~esself_)th,,.e!~w~.or- highway. _However pe<?ple are common in Flor❖fd
<; ❖ : the
room," he said.
-·- __2-!1sa!~.?_S_~~-e_cg ~cl:t~ _-~~_s_a~~- --- _!~nee of pb¢,y1ng .,them;\ )fnere out walkrng, sunbathrng and • engulf prey and para y,. \
ant the students to
. "It \Yas a ~_ai_l l:>i_ting_expe~ wnroe ~~~~{~cfq-~~d-~~a~-]id~iig~_Dl~~s-:- ~r!ver~~musr )Je·_-_-w•~.ff_stlii~i!ig~tei1~~1~];1-.,.~C _
·-anime, said-Muf- - ·--nence. Somethrng I built was un1formetl❖,.9_ff1Cf·rs ~~ho will alert and aware of this speed
Afthough the ~11j.trsh a <
ou ·can bave foffarid
put to the acid test and it patrol the stri!'~ts.Jnd the beach limit, he said.
man-o-rays don't paralyze hu·~.s.
y the laws."
worked! It was great, everything during spring break," he said.
Unlike the beaches here in mans, they do produce a sever~;; '
ave the sunshine for
went fine and all the training · Muffoletto said drinking is the North, Daytona Beach is burn, " he said. People s.,~piiJ.d"·.., y'all," Muffoletto laughed.
we did pa-id -off," he said.
the m0st widely abused law~'.fhe c-los-e to the hig0.way. Students- --also be careful -not to s-ce'p on
'. 'We look forward to seeing.
In CO poisoning, CO binds drinking age in Florida is 19, lay on blankets next to their cars jellyfish washed up on shore, everyone in the next few
to hem o g 1obi n ( H b) , the
weeks " he said.
M
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NEWS IN BRIEF
Tri-state lottery bill
·passes in Vermont .House

Smith named to Coalition
Steer1ni1 C,o mniittee

The Vermont House approved a bill which would
allow Vermont, Maine and New Hampshire to
participate in one lottery. Maine has enacted the
law, and the NH Legislature is considering it.
Tickets under the law would cost $1, and would
allow a prize larger than any one of the states alone
could provide.
Talks are already underway to establish a New
England-wide lottery.

US Rep. Bob Smith was named this week to the
Steering Committee of the Northeast-Midwest
Congressional Coalition.
Smith will become the only freshman House
member to serve on the 36-member committee ,
the Coalition's bi-partisan governing board.
Smith said the appointment would allow him
to examine more closely the impact of legislation
on the state and reg"ion.
The Coalition seeks to inform its members about
the regional implications of national policies and
proposals, and to influence those issues of greatest
importance to the state's involved. -

Supreme Court throws
. out Union Leader suit _

The Supreme Court rejected a suit by a Union
Leader pressman charging that the paper 's late
publisher, William Loeb, willed the Union Leader
to its staff.
Richard Bergeron filed the suit for himself and
the other staff members, contending that upon
Loeb's death, the Union Leader's stocks were to
be given to the paper's employees.
Bergeron filed a similar suit in New Hampshire
after Loeb's death, but the Supreme Court in Nevada,
where the Loeb's had a residence, downed it on
Jan. 25, 1984. ·

-Blood drive record
More people gave blood at last week's blood drive
than ever before.
Close to 1,500 University community members
came through the Granite State Room during the
five-day event; about 1,200 pints were donated.
Fraternity Phi Kappa Theta won the Greek system
on the basis of the greatest number and percentage
who donated.
Stoke Hall had the largest number of.people per
dorm to donate.

Zaccaro -·owes 150 hours
community service work
-

-

-

-

--

John Zaccaro, husband ot 1984 vice-presidential
candidate Geraldine Ferraro, was sentenced to 150
hours of community service work after pleading
guilty in January to trying to fraudulently obtain
a loan.
New York State Supreme Court Justice George
Roberts sentenced Zaccaro to serve 50 hours each
at a settlement house, at a home for the aged, and
at the Legal Aid Society Civil Division.

Biennial sessions
proposed
~tate Senator John Chandler, R-Warner, has asked
the Senate Public Affairs Committee to endorse
his proposed constitutional amendment which would
reinstate biennial legislative sessions.
Chandler said because the state now operates
on a biennial budget, there is no need to meet every
year. Annual sessions increase legislative spending,
Chandler said.
·
For voters to get the chance to approve the .bill,
the Legislature would have to approve it by a 60
percent margin.
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Fraternities win
annual awards
By Sally N ic~erson
______ Delfaie~as_o r_ority_andSigma
Nu fraternity won the awards -for-Bes_t Sorority and Fraternity '
last i;fight at the first annual
Gr~ek award~ reception in the
Elliot Alumni Center.
Associate Dean of Students
and Greek Advisor William
· ~idder said this aw~rds recept10n would be the first step of
ma~y f<;H the Greek System.
This _w1lL beco_me an._ an~ual
event
recogmze the achievements of t~e CJ:reek System and
the contnbut1~ms ~hey ma~e

:o _

tow~rds the UrnYcr~1ty,_hc ~,ud.

care centers, and plan activities
for the children with their
respecttve -center"s.
Derrick Nelson of Sigma Nu
said, ''This award would be an
indication of things to come in
the future. It will strengthen
Sigma Nu and strengthen the
Greek System as well."
Greek Coordinators Jeff Foyo ·
and Sue Zephir organized the
event and said they hoped this
posit-ive·p-ub-lici-ty would-lead
to more recognition for the
many fraternities and sororities -·on campu~.
.l:'hi Kappa Theta and Delta
Zeta won the Academics Award.
Delta Zeta led sor.orities with
a Grade Point Average (GPA)
of 2.79.

Sigma Nu fra~ernity _and
Delta Zeta soror_1ty received
both the Fun?-ra1S1ng Award
and the Service to _DNH and
Durham Commun1ty Award.
Sigma Nu sponsored "The
The award for the Most
Heart and Soul Classic" Pro- Involvement in Campus Activ. gram which earned over $10,000 itiers went to Acacia and Alpha
for the New Hampshire Heart Chi Omega for their participaAssociation.
tion in such organizations as
Delta Zeta sponsors a the Greek Senate, Student Secampus-wide "Ice Cream Smor- nate, Freshman Camp, Honor
gasbord" each semester and all Societies, ROTC and various
proceeds go to the Gauladette sports teams.
Members of the Greek System gathered in the 1925 Room of the Alumni Center yesterday for the
School for the Deaf. Both Delta
Sigma Nu and Delta Zeta won
First Annual Greek Awards.(Ellen Simon photo)
Zeta and Sigma Nu also helped awards
for the fraternity and
with Dover and Great Bay day
sorority with the i.ighest
number of points in Intramural
Sports. The Alumni Relations
and Involvement A ward went
to Pi Kappa Alpha and Alpha
Chi Omega. Sigma Phi Epsilon
By Francoise von Trapp
"Our goal is to become the nor's proposal of $83.5 million,
USNH Vice-Chancellor Eu- won the last award for their
UNH President Gordon Haa- ·best small, public university in students can expect an. even gene Savage said tuition would outstanding Rush and Pledge
land and Students for the Uni- the nation," said Haaland.
greater tuition increase, he said. go up more with the governor's Program.
Puglisi said the combination proposal, but would still be the
versity (SFU) Chairperson Bill · The key to this goal is imJohn Bosen, president of Pi
Puglisi, testified in support of proved academic and research of federal aid cuts and tuition lowest increase for in-state
Governor Sununu's proposed programs, adequate compen- increases will have an adverse students ever.
Kappa Alpha fraternity, said,
budget for the .U niversity Sys- sation to faculty and staff, affect on in-state students_.
"Both President Haaland and "I am very pleased to win the
tern of New Hampshire broader~tate~erv~ces,~ndex"I believe that many (stu- BillPublisididanexcellentjob AlumniRelationsAward.lthas
kUSNH) Wed_ne_sday at t~e panded fmanc1al aid, said Haa- dents) m~y be closed _out of th,e in presenting their co~cerns for taken a l?t work_ to organize it,
__ --~~~~/-~P~?P~a_t!_9_~SG~0_°2_~1!:____!~nd._ ____ ___ ___ _ ____ ___
__gE_p_grt_?mty of attending a state the budget request," said Savage. employ it, and 1t seems to be
Haalan_a pfacea fa uf~"y aoo college or-uriiveis-ity;',..1ie saic[ ------ --------- -- -- ---- -- ---- ---- --- ---paying oW!__--- ---- -- - ----------- ----- -- ---- --tee u get eanng m onco.rd.
7
US~H Cha~cellor Kasper staff salaries as top pnonty. He
-·
Markmg, President Barbara J. said the University needed top
Seelye o~ Keene_S!ate College, faculty to provide quality edr
and President William J. Farrell ucation.
·.
Both Publisi and Haaland .
of ~lrmouth State College also .
testified.
were concerned with the $10
Haaland said he was encour- million decrease from the origaged by Govern?r John Sununu' s inal USNH trustee's request of
"But
on
the
other
hand,"
he
said,
do
research
in,
wh1ch
is
faiiing
By Deborah Van Winkle
renewed commmment to public $93 million.
"I don't want to put the cart to attract a large faculty in
Ted Kirkpatrick, assistant to before the horse."
An automatic tuition hike of
education in New Hampshire.
engineering.
He said the budget reflects the $50 for Plymouth and Keene the Dean of Liberal Arts, said
An increase in faculty salaries
"It is a problem in all areas
!leed for fundi~g that would State College students, and $80 he feels the potential fa- was one of the subjects menti- of the university, but may be
culty/ staff salary increase at oned for increased funding even bigger in engineering and
improve the quality of education for UNH students is inevitable
said Puglisi. With the gover: UNH is a very encouraging sign. when Governor John Sununu physics," he said.
in New Hampshire.
proposed his $16.5 million
Cathryn Adamsky, associate
increase to the University Sys- professor and coordinator of
tern of New Hampshire's Women'sStudies,said, "Because
_(_USNH) budget on February - the budget was negotiated a
14.
while back, they didn't antic"There is general agreement • ipate the shortage of money that
at UNH that faculty salaries, they had, and didn't want to go
and the salaries of all of those back and ask for more money
By Michele Valway
"That led to the new general
skills include the following
people working in higher ed- once the budget was decided.
_
- education requirements instiThe Association of American abilities:
tuted last fall. UNH's new ucation, have been neglected for Instead, the administration did
Colleges' report states that
• to think abstractly and
some time. And any consider- surveys on where to cut benefits
requirements actually parallel ation to increase them is a for faculty or maybe even makcollege curriculums have be- perform critical analysis.
.come iaeffective and "watered
• to write, read, speak and · the recommendations set forth
positive sign," Kirkpatrick said. ing ,reductions in salaries instead
by the Association of American
down." Charles Owens, Assist- listen.
"Most people at UNH are not of cutting benefits." However,
• to understand numerical Colleges," he said.
ant Dean of Academic Affairs,
in high education for the money, Adamsky said "Everything is
denies UNH is a reflection of data.
The report also said profes- although financial rewards are up in the air, and I sure hope
the report.
• to consciously acknowledge
sors place priority on their as important as the recognition that they're good about salaries."
"Some colleges face problems· history.
that the faculty receives for the
Russell Gelinas, a computer
with curriculums that are too · • to be "intellectually at ease research instead of on their contribution that they make to specialist at the University, said,
teaching-. "UNH emphasizes
· with science."
individualized," said Owens.
the community," he said.
"If they don't do something
"During the early 1970s col• to make values and moral teaching as its principle mis"I
think
that
we
ought
to
have
about
the inequity between here
sion," Ow~ns sai.d.
leges set up curricula in such choices.
even bigger salary increases," and the business world, they will
a way that students could pick
• to appreciate the arts.
"Teachers at UNH give a said Dean Otis Sproul, Dean of. have problems because they
• to draw on multicultural
and choose courses to see what
the College of Engineerjng and won't get new people .coming
higher respect to teaching," said
they did and did;not like. The and international experiences.
Physical Sciences.
in, and the. people that are here
Owens. "There are good pro. result was a smorgasbord of
• to study in depth.
"We need to develop, mech- now will leave."
The report criticizes the fessors and teachers doing recourses taken to fulfill degree
Gelinas took a 25 percent
anisms and ways of solving the
current curricula saying "it is search, but it is done in the budget problem beyond Sunu- . - decrease in pay by leaving
requirements," he said.
··Fortunately this never hap- a supermarket where students context of teaching."
nu's step; to reward the faculty Compugraphic and coming to
"The main message is the · as they should-be rewarded," · work for U-NH. "Because-the
pened at UNH," he. said._
_
are shoppers :and professors are
_ The report urges colleges to merchants of learning." Owens report does not reflect UNH' s Sproul said.
benefits are there," he said. "It
curricula," he said. "We are in
adopt .. a minimum required said this is not true for UNH.
Sproul said it is a combination is a more stimulating atmosApproximately five years ago the lead as far as implementing of salary, high teaching loads, phere to work in and besides,
curriculum of nine basic intel·1ectual, aesthetic and philoso- a review of UNH's curricula - the curriculum the report em- and a lack of equipped labs to I really enjoy 'it."
·
·
phasized."
phic experiences." The basic took place, he said.

Haaland supports budget in Concord

p ropose d -saIary Increases
•
encourage facuIty an d staff
I

UNH courses resemble
Association's suggestions
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Davidson gives 'Davy' $20 G ·
By Dan Gillis
The Davidson Rubber Company of Dover presented
$20,000 on February 1 to the
University on New Hampshire
to continue work on "Davy,"
its industrial robot.
Filson Glanz, a professor of
electrical enginee'ring at UNH
and one of the robotics researchers, said the money will
be used to develop techniques
in the $75,000 robot"provided
by Davidson Rubber in the fall
of 1983. The money will also
b_e used to support gradqate

students involved in the re- tion lines so we are interested
search, which has already gener- in development."
ated three masters theses.
"We couldn't raise enough
"The grant will be used by mortey-about $100,000-to set
three electrical engineers to up~ research lab, so we (UNH
continue expanding its ( the engineers) talked to Davidson
robot's) capabilities," said Al Rubber, who had a robot they
Ashley, public relations consul- weren't using," said Glanz. "We
tant for Davidson Rubber.
wbrked out a deal to use the
Ashley explaine·d how the r9bot and made a few modifigrant also benefits Davidson cations on it."
Rubber. "It's a joint venture,"
/ Glanz, along with UNH enhe said. "We share know ledge gineers Gordon Kraft and Thowith the engineering depart- _lmas Mi-Iler, is attempting to
ment. Being in industry, we're / teach Davy how to "see"
involved in robotics on produc- through feedback from computerized video images.
Glanz said a TV camera
mounted on the robot sees an
image and is converted from
camera coordinates to compntPr
coordinates which tell the robot
where to move. The video image
will enable the robot to recognize certain shapes and patterns
and place certain parts where
they belong, such as automotive
parts in a pr9duction line.
Glanz said he does not know
exactly when this goal will be
reached. This deal continues the
"close relationship" the Davidson Rubber Company has had
with UNH for about 20 years,
Ashley said. Davidson Rubber
has dealt with other University
departments in the past.

Young Democrats
unite students
By Jim Bumpus
Co-chairman of the Democratic Student Organizatipn
(DSO) Michelle Champagne
said the organization may become part of a state committee
called the Young Democrats.
"Right now we're reorganizing to become part of the state
committee," she said.
The Young Democrats is an
organization trying to unite
younger people to help the
democratic party. Champagne
says the state affiliation will give
the DSO more power.
"We'll be able to go to offices
that have more political clout,"
she said. "This will enable more
students to become involved
politically."
·
Champagne said the DSO
wants to bring in students from
other organizations. This new
approach is designed for students who want a wider range
of activities.
"For example, if a student is
interested in environmental
pro.tection, then that student

Davidson Rubber Co. granted UNH $20,000 to help with the
development of the "Davy" robot.(Charles Smith Jr. photo)

Women faculty get equal pay
By Kris Lenfest

MICHELE CHAMPAGNE
will have the resources available
to pursue that interest.," Champagne said.
Before the elections in No-

DSO, page 9

women faculty of $500 this year
Recently at Keene State ColUN H female faculty and next year, while continuing lege, a dis pure over sexual
members are receiving compen- to monitor the situation after discrimination in pay h_as been
sation this year after a study that.
resolved but only after thirtydone last Spring which uncoThe study was made at the two women faculty members
vered sexual discrimination request of UNH President Gor- filed complaints with the Fedconcerning their pay.
don Haaland to conduct a sta- eral Government.
The decision resulting from tistical analysis of the pay
"We worked out an equation
the study was to give a two-stage differences between male and EQUAL PAY, page 10
_ _ _ __.L_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _---,
salary increase to tenure-track _female
faculty at UNH.

TELEPHONE TAPE LINE
a service provided by

Counseling & Testing· Center
and

Cool-Aid, Inc.

TAPES IIIILIBLE
862-3554

Anxiety and Possible ways ~o·
Cope with it ......... ;30

Depression as a Life Style ..... 433

Bec<>fJlltlg Independent from
Parents .............. 478

Early Signs of an Alcohol
Problem .............. 160

862-2293
~~Someone to talk to"

A Private Anonymous Resource
Self·Assertiveness.-..... 402

How to Deal with Depression .. 432
Standing Up.for Yourself.. 10
· How to Deal with loneliness... 32
How to Handle Fears........... 33

Things to Consider in Looking
for a Mate................ 71
-

Building Self-Esteem anti ·
Confidence ........... 35

Expressing Negative Thoughts
and Feelings .............. 6
·

Infatuation or Love ..........70

Timing Problems in Male Sexuality .. 24

Coping with Stress .... 38

Female Homosexuality....... 20

Male·Homosexuality.......... ~ .. 21

Types of lritimacy........... 3

Dating Ski11s .........18

Female Sex Roles.......... 39

Male Sex Roles ................ 40

Dealing with Anger ..... 8

Understanding ~alousy and How
to Deal with it............. 9

Fighting Constructively..... 5

Relaxation Exercises........... 37

Deafirig with an Alcoholic
Par"1t. ...............4 79

Friendship Building ......... 1

Responding to Suicidal Feelings
.oJ Others................... :492

Death and Dying .. :..... 84

Dealing with Constructive

The Value and Use of Self-Talk.. 36

Helping a Friend ........... 90

How to Cope with a Broken
Relationship .......... 83

What is Counseling and how to
Use it.·................... 61
What' is Depression........ 431

Ccittetsm ............. :7

Dial 862-3554 any night from 6:00.;.l2:00p.m.·and a Cool-Aid member will answer the phone. Select the
tape you wi~h to hear by name and number. The tapes run about 6 minutes. If you have any-questions,
don't h,n u when the tape is over, and a Cool-Aid member will come back on the line ..
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UNH has highest

· appncatiOri rate · ., ·
By Annamaria Formichella
UNH received "the highest
number of applications in the
university's h-i-story" this year,
said Director of Admissions
Stan Fish. Freshman applications are up by about 500 over
last year, consistent with the
rise in applications to colleges
throughout New England.
Dave Lombardo, admissions
counselor at Keene State College, said that freshman applications at his school were up
85-100 over 1981, previously
the year with the most appli-

school graduates, Fish said.
"The students have heard
about the decrease in high
school gr-ad-u-ates " said Fish---·
"leaving more pla~es open, and
less people to fill them, causing
the students to fill out more
applications."
"What we have is the same
number of students putdng <;mt
more applications, hoping to
get into higher quality schools/' .
said.Fish.
A shift in the areas of .interest
among entering- freshr;r1en has·
also occurred, Fish s~id. The·•

cant.;:

n11mht=>r c.f ~r,_p.l ir~tin-n~ tn the

FRIDAY, February 22
BASKETBALL: Men vs. Northeastern. Lundholm Gym, 7:30
p.m.
UNIVERSITY THEATER: The Visit by Friedrich Duerrenmatt. Johnson Theater, Paul Arts Center, 8 p.m. General
- $4; Students·, Faculty/Sta-ff, Alumn-i and Senior Citizen-s-$3. SATURDAY, February_23
UNIVERSITY THEATER: The Visit by Friedrich D1,1er·
renmatt. Johnson Theater, Paul Arts Center, 8 p.m.
.
SUNDA'\7", February 24 .
BASKETBALL: Women vs. Temple. Lµndholm Gym, _5 p.m. _
Complimentary Rec~ption in the}925 Ro~~,, Alumni _C~nter, .
_.- · 7 ,.g p.rn. Un:1ven,Hy· commt:u.\tt_y_ ace mv1ted to Jorn J1,s
· ,HONORING OUR UNH WOMEN ATHLETES AND
. .
.. . . . COACHING STAFF
. ,:

MUSO FltM•, "Th;

7 & 9:30 p ;fu,.

Th·e increase in-applicants .
continues despite-even be- POPULAR, pag-e 11
cause ofthe decrease in high

Junior Chris Guimont-says
experience working with the
University System Bo-a rd of
Trustees last year, plus famil.:

Q1;t1ft:n'. '' ~«;;trafford
·

. ·

·.

·

Roo~·- MUR,
·

· .

·_ ·
MONDAY~ Februa~y 25
CAREER PLANNING WORKSHOP: Met-hods of Making
Career/iife•Dedsions. Hil.lsborough Room, MUB, 3-4:30
p.m.

Fxperien ce for
trustees needed
By Kris Snow

-

Afrkao

,
.
TUESDAY, February 26
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: "Renaissance Hum. anis~," by H~sto_ry Professor DoanJdJ. Wilcox. R_oo_m 216,
Ham1ltonSn,11th Hall, 1l a.m.-12:30 p.m. Free A-dm1ss1on. .
·
·
MUSIC DEPARTMENT FAC:ULTY RECiTAL: Keith Polk .
Ruth Edwards. Bratton Recital Hall~ Paul Arts Center, 8

Life officials, and a $5 millfon
Dining Seryices budget.
Guimont said communication
betwe_en the University is the
most i_mportam role of the

· ~~fifo:~~:~~f~~s~-~~~~y~~~ ·-~-~t~~~-~~ t!.~~~~~~- - - ·· ~~- -- - ---- ·- - ~~·-~ ---- -------- - ·---------- ·-· ----·--- --- ·-·-·- -- - ---------

CHRIS GUIMONT

term as student trust.ee.
Guimont, a junior engi.µeering major, was the student
representative on the presidenrial search ·committee which
chose UNH President Gordon
Haaland last spring.
She also served as chairwomanoTThe Residential Life
Council, working with a $6
million budget with Residential

The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is publis~ed and distribu~ed semi- .
weekly throughout the academic year: Our offices are located 10 _R_o om
J5 t of the Memorial Union Building, WlolH, Durham, N .H . 03824 .. B~su:iess
Office hours : Monday - Friday 10 am - 2 pm. Academic year s~bscnruon:
S20.00. Third class postage paid at Durham, NH 038_24. A?v~rttser,s should
ch~ck their ads the first day . The New Hampsh1r~ w1ll 11;1 no cas.e be .
re,pomible for typographical or other erl'~rs, but will reprrnt_ that p~rt
{,fa,n advertisement in which .a typographical error appears, if nouf~ed
immediatdy. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New fJamp~h,re, ·
151 MU~. UNH, Durham, NH 03824.10,000 copies printed per issue

, UNi-I .administr.ators. must
going on: with the·
_k~~w
Board, and the student trustee
must inform the Board of what
is happening on campuses,
Guimont said.

' .
·wEDNESDAY,F~bruary27 · .
SUMMERJQB FAIR: G·r~nhe St-ate Room, MUB, 9 a.m.-4 :3.0·p.m. Etee Admission.

what's

. ". .
•-•IIIIHII

. .
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Guimont said she would also 5 .
like to see the University System -=-§
Student Board be more active
5
.within the System.

_. .

·

W.

IIIHlll~UIIIIHIIBII

ERNESS
.
.

_

Mill:RoadPlaza. Durham, NH 03824 (6'3)86_8-5584_

" We've got to get :the campuses united, and then get them
.d
heard," Gu,imont saJ •·
Guimont also said off icia-Is §
should have success fighting for §====
the USNH budget,
. "There's always a way to fight

='===!5

for more (money)," she said.
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FIRST NIGHT
March 5
Tuesday
8 p.m.

Strafford
Rm.MUB
·F ree
Sponsored by
Campas Crusade
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MORTAR BOARD, INC.

I

MORTAR BOARD is now accepting applica.tions for 1985-86 seniors. If you have a GPA of
3.25 or higher and would like to apply to this
national honor society, applications are availa-

__bJe in ihe_StudentActivilies. office_of _the_MUB➔-~-- __
Room 126. Application deadline is March 1, 1985.

UNH.sea program

NOTICES·
ATHLETICS AND RECREATION
X-COUNTRY SKI RACE: Sponsored by Recreational Sports. First annual 5,000 meter x-country
ski race for faculty/ staff graduate and undergraduate
students. Tuesday, March 5, behind the Field House
on baseball diamond. Skiers meet at 3:30 p.m. Race
begins at 4 p.m. Preregister in Room 151, Field
House, no fee required. $1 late registration fee
charge at event site. Call 862-2031 for more
information.
MENS AND WOMENS BASKETBALL ROSTERS
DUE: Rosters due Monday, March 4, Room 151,
Field House. Turn in rosters and pick up schedules
before spring break. Games played Monday through
Thursday evepfogs -and Sunday nights if necessary.
FOOSEBALL TOURNAMENT: Sponsored by
Games Roorn. Open _to all students, faculty, staff
~ncl :lrP;i re<;iclent<; Weclne<;clay.

Fehnrnry 27. Games

Room, Memorial U niori, 7 p.m. $1 admission.

CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
CATHOLIC STUDENT ORGANIZATION "99¢
DANCE';: Open to everyone. DJ, popular musi~,
refreshments. Saturday, February 23, Catholic
Student Center, 6 Madbury Road, 8 p.m. Admission
. -99¢ . . -- -- - . - - CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION MEETING: All are welcome. Monday, February 25,
Rockingham Room, _Memorial Union, 12:15 to
1 p.m.

needs $18 G grant
WHAT COULD I DO WITH A MAJOR IN
PSYCHOLOGY?: learn about careers that are
related to a major in psychology. Thursday, March
7, Senate Room, Memorial Union, 1 to 2 p.m.

By Kelly Anderson
government, "but like most
Cuts in federal spending over federal research money, it's
the past five years have left the becoming skimpy and there's
UNH Sea Grant Program with just not enough to go around."
HEALTH
If granted, the $18,600 would
less and less money. It has
EATING DISORDER PEER SUPPORT GROUP: applied for a private grant of be used for three main projects,
Sponsored by Health Services. Every monday,
$18,600 to continue work at the said Mawson.
Health Services, Hood House, 6:45 p.m.
One would be the financing
Nature Center at Odiorne Point
ALCOHOL PEER EDUCATORS: Sponsored by
of UNH internship programs
in Rye, NH.
Health Services. Every Tuesday, Helath Education
The Sea Grant program, at Odiorne Point. Interns - there
Center, Hood House, 3 p.m.
which is part of the UNH are five now - from the UNH
M_ arine Studies department, Recreation and Parks DepartW-HY STUDENTS DRINK: Sponsored by Health
provides funding for faculty ment, work with the volunteer
Education Center. Discuss the use of alcohol on
research, education, and com- UNH Marine Docents. They
college campus, the fact that use and even abuse
teach outreach programs to area
munity advisory services.
is acepted and encouraged. Monday, February 25,
AJe31:~nder, 8:30 p .m ._
Jnlia StePd Mawson. marine schools and community groups,
~ education specialist and director
conduct consumer education on
COMPUTER SERVICES
of the Nature Center has applied . seafood, and transfer informaNon-credit courses for a nominal fee are listed
for the grant from the Jessie B. tion about available marine
below. Registration is required. Call 862-3527 or
Cox Foundation, a Boston or- facilities to the community.
stop by Room 2E, Stoke Cluster. Additional $5
ganization that donates $2.8
Another program planned is
charge for non-USNH personnel. All courses are
"Through
the Looking Glass,"
million
a
year
_
to
environmental
held in Stoke Cluster unless otherwise indicated.
_research in the_New England _ a teacher~_training _project that
area. The foundation has accept- operates from the Odiorne
BEGINNING 1022: System 1022 is a data base
ed the program's concept paper, Point Nature Center in Rye. The
management program available on the DECIO,
a general outline of intended program trains elementary and
Participants are taught to store and update records
in a computer file and to produce simple reports
uses for the money. Sea Grant high school teachers from New
from this data. Prerequisites: Beginning TOPSl0
is now working on an official Hampshire, Maine and Massaand Beginning SOS (TOPS 10) or Beginning XTECO
proposal for the foundation's chussetts so that they can teach
(TOPS IO). Tuesday, February 26 and Thursday,
students about the complex
April 1 deadline.
February 28 from 10 a.m. to ·noon. Fee is $6.
Current funding for the program comes from the federal WASHED UP, page 19
GENERAL

ARMY NA VY EQUIPMENT SALE: Sponsored
by NH Outing Club. Genuine US and foreign
surplus. Great prices on wool shirts, pants,
overcoats, hats, gloves, sleeping bags and more.
Monday, February 25 to Thursday, February 28, PAT NOMINATIONS FOR PAT PROFESSIONSenate/Merrimack Room, Memorial Union, 9 a.m. AL SERVICE A WARD: Nominations are being
· to 5 p.m. on Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and from accepted for the PAT Professional Service Award
9 a.m. to 7 p.m. on Wednesday.
until March 6. Members of the University Community including Principal Administrators, Faculty,
ANIMAL SCIENCE CLUB MEETING: Discussing PAT, Operating Staff and students may nominate
the Little Royal Livestock Show and calf sale. a PAT for this award. The purpose of this award
Anyone welcome. Monday, February 25, Room is to recognize a PAT employee's outstanding
202, Kendall, 7 p.m.
accomplishments and service to UNH. Eligibility
requires the staff member be classified as a PAT,
CYCLING CLUB ORGANIZATIONAL MEET- hold at least a half time position and have at least
-ING: Sponsored by Recreational Sports Depart- 3 years of service. Presentation will be be made
ment. Tuesday, February 26, Senate Room, Memor- on Wednesday, April 17. Nomination forms
ial Union, 7 p.m.
available at Human Resources Department, Service
Building, 862-2270. Forward completed forms to
ALPHA ZETA MEETING: Mandatory meeting Stephanie Thomas, Executive Director for Adto elect officers. Tuesday, February 26, Notch Room, ministrative Services/Registrar, Thompson Hall
Memorial Union, 6 p.m.
by March 6.
•
COFFEE HOUSE: Sponsored by Campus Gay
Alliance. All welcome to this informal get together.
Short meeting included. Tuesday, March 7, Phillip
Hale Room, Paul Arts Center, 7:30 p.m. For more
information about Campus Gay Alliance, write
c/ o Room 126, Memorial Union.

- - - - Need A Financial Break----------Over Spring Break?-----Are you staying on campus from

March 16-24th?
Would you like a week of free room and board?
How does a large allowance sound?
Applications to care for a witty, healthy and extremely enjoyable
elderly woman (for the week) are being accepted now. Sincere
and dependable individuals can stop by room 108, MUB, either:
MWF 10am, 1-Jpm

HYPERTENSION & THE APPLE JAM CREW
WITH DJ PHIL ANDREWS: Sponsored by MUSO.
Friday, February 22, MUB PUB, Memorial Union,
8 p.m. $3 students, $5 non students.

SPECIAL
STUDENT RENTALS
AT 10% DISCOUNT
·with deposit made
and lease signed
ACCOMMODATIONS

L------------------------~-----------------Repairs & Alterations
seatnstress on pretnises !

cleaners
MILL ROAD

~

I

BURGER KING

s::
)>

z
(fJ

-i

::0

VBAGELRY

m
m

-i

~ zippers

replaced • hemrning •
,, clothini altered ~

Quality- work at
reasonable prices!
Try us!

CLEARYS

DURHAM SHOPPING CENTER

868-6377

or Thurs 10am-12pm

THE STRAFFORD HOUSE
and THE STRAFFORD MANOR

NEW HAMPSHIRE SYMPOSIUM ON CONTEMPORARY BRAZIL, 1964-1985: Sponsored by
CAREER
Center for International Perspectives. Effects of
MUB INFORMATION TABLE: Sponsored by 2 decades of military dominance. Saturday, February
Career Planning and Placement. Monday, February 23, Alumni Center, 9 a.m. to noon, 2 to 5 p.m.
25, Balcony table, Memorial Union, 1:30 to 3:30
p.m.
THE BOSTON COMEDY COMPANY: Sponsored
by MUSO. Saturday, February 23, MUB PUB,
METHODS OF MAKING CAREER/LIFE DE- Memorial Union, 7:30 p.m. $2 students, $3.50 hon
CISIONS: Sponsored by Career Planning and students.
Placement. Monday, February 25, Hillsborough
Room, Memorial Union, 3 to 4:30 p.m.
STUDENT FOOD COOPERATIVE MEETING:
Sponsored by Great Bay Food Cooperative. New
GRADUATE STUDENTS - FIND OUT HOW and prospective members encouraged to attend.
UNH CAN HELP YOU FIND A JOB: Sponsored Learn about the coop, policies and procedures. Open
by Babcock House. Speakers, Karen Brownell, to anyone interested. Monday, February 25,
Career Planning and Placement and Bob McCaffrey, East/West Lounge, Memorial Union, 4:30 to 6
Field Experience. Monday, February 25, Main p.m.
lounge, Babcock, 7 p.m.
LOTUS 1-2-3/SYMPHONY USERS GROUP:
RESUME WRITING WORKSHOP: Sponsored Students, faculty, staff welcome to share questions,
by Career Planning and Placement. Tuesday, problems and knowledge. Friday, March 1, Belknap
February 26, Forum Room, Library, noon.
Room, Memorial Union, 1:30 p.m.

~
cleory

Tues 12-2pm

Single anp Double occupancy rooms
Electric heat with individual thermostats
Wall to wall carpeting
Ali rooms completely furnished
Refrigerator, stove. and sink in each room
Telephone and television jacks
Parking avaiJable
Laundromat
Lounge area
Year-round Patio
The Strafford House and The Strafford Manor are located
in the heart of Durham, N.H. with all the facilities of the
University of New Hampshire within walking distance.

Rental Office at
The
Strafford House

868-2192

-_

Mon. to Fri. 7-6
Sat. 8-5

L------------------------------------------1

14 Straffor8 Ave.
Durham, N.H .

Retention rate ·
·increase at UNH
By Cathy McCarron
A study of freshmen who had
entered UNH in the fall of 1979
shows 62 percent graduating
within a five year period, which
is seven percent higher than the ·
national average.
Phyllis Hoff, associate professor of Physical Education,
has just completed this study.
which, she says, has some extremely positive results.
"UNH is in very good standing when compared with the
rest of the nation's colleges,"
she said.
The study showed 45.3 percent of the freshmen enro1led
in 1979 graduated in four years
and 16.6 percent graduated the

following year. ·
The trend of attending college
for five years is a new phenomenon, and the reasons for the
extra year may lie in students'
changing majors, not taking a
full course load, or in the influx
of older students who also have
jobs, Hoff said.
'The progress of UNH students compared with their nationwide counterparts is great;
UNH students do very well,"
she said.
UNH President Gordon Haaland and Hoff met last week,
she said, to discuss the study.
"We had a very good meetmg.

_

INTELLECTUAL, page 11

Dishwashers
needed for the Faculty Center
Tuesdays
and

Mainly

11-2 p.m.

Fridays

workstudy preferred
Call 862-1320

ARE YOUR COLLEGE FINANCES
IN CRITICAL COMDfflOM?
Joining the Army Reserve can reduce your college costs.
If you qualify; our Educational Assistance program will pay up
to $1,000 a year of your tuition for four years.
If you have taken out a National Direct _or Guaranteed
Student Loan since October 1, 1975, our Loan Forgiveness
program will repay 15% of your debt (up to $10,000)or $500,
whichever is greater, for each year you serve.
If you'd like to find out more about how a Reserve enlistment
can help pay for college, call the number below. Or stop by.

ARUNDEL EXCHANGE
STUDY IN ENGLAND
NEXT FALL OR SPRING
Info Meeting: Tues. Feb.26
Notch Rm MUB
12:30 p.m.

or contact:
Carolyn Tacy
Dean of Students office
Huddleston Hall 2-2050
~~

and work that
has meaning.
Learn while you earn.
Job#
84:312-A
84313-A
84308 -A
84307-A
84221-A
84306-A
34304-A
84303-A
84299-A
84272
84273
84274
84276
84279-A
84281
84283-A
84284-A
84270
8420?
84250

Deadline
2/22
3/11
2/15
2/15
2/15
2/ 15
2/ 15
2/ 15
2/ 15
~/ 15
3/ 1
2/ 28
2 / 22
2/ 22
4/ 1
2/28
2/28
2 / 22
2 / 27
2 / 10

Type
Marketing Intern
Intern
Eng., CS Intern
Eng., Chem. Intern
Accounting Intern
Naturalist
Engineering Aide
Technical Aide
Intern
Data Processor
Marketing Assistant
Sales Intern
Science. Eng. Intern
TV Production
Zoology Intern
Medical Lab Technician
Computer Aide
Plant Sci, Botany
Marketing Oper. Intern
Field Biologist

Location
.~ewYork
Allentown, PA
Westchester, NY
Pittsburgh, PA
Pittsburgh, Pa
West Virginia
Danbury, CT
Various
Delaware
Local
Local
Burlington. VT
New Mexico
Boston
New York
Boston
Boston
Local
Concord , NH
Meredith, NH

Pay
competitive
$200/week
competitive
competitive
competitive
$45/week & housing
competitive
$6 / hour
competitive
$210 / week
$7.25/hour
$7 00 / hour
paid
$10 / day
paid
$6 / hour
$6 / hour
paid
$6 00/hour
$1,200-1500

-(j~~Field Experience 862-1184
6 Garrison Avenue. Across from Stoke.

~
~ .~-~---~-- =l
-

.

- _:~- .a
~

-

~

ARMY RESERVE.
·Bf-A! lYOUCANBE.
US Army Recruiting Station
5 Locust Street
Dover, NH
749-0441
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·__T~i~ _week, the Big Pine III military •~~xercises'' have American troops and
material in Honduras, poised on the Nicaraguan border. Almost daily, the U.S.
military violates Nicaraguan waters and airspace. The CI.A. is actively engaged
in destabilizing the Nicaraguan government, upsetting the chances for a peaceful
and independent Nicaragua. The lives of the people of Central America depend
on our joining together to oppose this growing disaster before it worsens .

. Y:m1-can. do something: __________ _

Join us and ...

HELP PREVENT
THE INVASION OF
NtCA.RA·G,· U A

::::;:;

II

If the United States invades, bombs, sends combat troops, or otherwise signif1cantly
escalates its intervention in Nicaragua or El Salvador, I pledge ·to join with others
in protesting that military action. My actions may involve either legal protests
or civil disobedience, at U.S. facilities, including U.S. federal buildings, military
_installations, congressional offices, offices of the Central Intelligence Agency,
the State Department, the White House, and other such appro:priate places.
I pledge to engage in such act-ions in order to prevent or halt the death anddestruction
which the U.S. military action would cause for the people of Central America.

I

CJ1JmtJr:':J.a

=~

~

Sponaorectln part by

OIINI/OUNFEY HOTELS CORPORATION

RUSH TICKETS $5.00

_ s_igned, ~------'------- ---~~---Name (print)

All Students-Every Play-Every Performance
Address. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

i

State - - - - - , - - - - - ~ - - - T e l e (h) _ _ _ _ _ , (w) _ __

_
Return this form to;
The Co~lirion_ for J?i_sa~mament and P-eae
Memonal Umon :Building, UNH
Durham NH, 038z4

_
S!J()nsor.~9 locally by;
The Coalition for Disarmamcmt and Peace, UNH '.
. · UNH
C t IA
The Com ,"tt
merrca,
m1 ee on en nr

$5.00 STUDENT RUSH TICKETS may be purchased by presenting
valid .student identification at the box office one half-hour before
curtain time tor any performance. These tickets are sold on an
availabili,ty J:>~sis ao:d cannot be reserved. P.S. two discounted tickets
·
with one c~rd.

-~i

i

THE FURS

FOREVER NOW
including:
love My Way/Danger/Run And Run
Sleep Comes Down/Goodbye

PSYCHEDELIC FURS (PSYCHEDELIC FURS), ROMANTICS
(1 ST ALBUM), BOB JAMES (TOUCHDOWN), THE CLASH (THE CLASH),
BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN ( ASBURY PARK)

The Romantics

-including·
Tell It To Came When I Look In Your Eyes
Wha"II Like About You Keep In Touch

IIMCUSN,

BOBJAMES

.
TOUCHDOWN
including:

including:

I fought The Law/Complete Conlrol
Remote Control/Clash City Rodl.ers
White Man In Harnnersmilh Palais

Angela (Theme From "Taxi")/Touchdown

I Want To Thank You (Very Muehl/Sun Runner
Caribbean Nights

ALL CBS NICE PRICE ALBUMS ONLY

3.95·

ROCK BOTTOM 29 CONGRESS ST. PORTSMOUTH
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vember the DSO's primary
interest was voter registration.
They tried to register people
and encouraged them to cast
their vote.
"We'll work with that (voter
registration) again," Champagne said. "We'll also be
bringing in speakers involved
w it'h the state in issues that
effect students such as the
drinking age, .taxes and univer·
sity issues."

Earlier this semester the DSO
sponsored two speakers on
apartheid. The DSO has had
difficulty iri getting speakers
in New Hampshire.
"You need something to keep
you active," said DSO member
Mark Lifrieri. "Getting free
speakers up to UNH is not
easy."
"Involvement in the state is
just what the doctor ordered,"
he said.

~.---..-------., .~~~~~SSSlll

IAII

We can ...

Champagne said the DSO has
put the elections of last year
behind them.
"There's always disappointment when your candidates
lose," she said. "We've got to
start building for '86 and stop
dwelling on the old."
Champagne said the first reorganization meeting is slated
for some time next week.

to
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SELF DEFENSE FOR WOMEN-(MINI COURSE)
------STARTS 2 / 2 7 - - - - - Must sign-up before class
begins 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. daily in
Rm. 126, MUB $15.00 fee.

Hurry--------

only 20 places available

MUS<) film series presents-

._((The African Queen"
Sunday Feb. 24, 1985

remove unsightly hair from
below the skin line with our
all natural Hair Remover.
It leaves skin silky smooth
and discourages regrowth.

Prices:·
Eyebrows $5.00-$8.00
Upper·Lips $5.00
Sideburns 5.00 .

7:00 and 9:30 p.m.
MUB-Strafford Room

35 Main St.
Durham
phone 868-7051
t\cross from Postoffice

Fulltime U ndergr·aduates:
$1.00
Others: $2.00

Bogart s u~kempt, sodden, riverboat captain plays abrasively against Hepburn s
starched, immaculate} teetotaling African missionary until he thaws her
out. It 's an adventure, a comedy an(I, a love story.
1

1

A Tragi-Comedy
By Friedrich Durrenmatt
Directed by David ·:.1 Magidsen
Johnson Theater
Paul Creative Arts Center
Universi1y of New Hampshire
Durham
February 21-23 at 8 pm
February 27 at 2 pm
February 28-March 2 at 8 pm
Preview. February 20 at 8 pm
General: $4
UNH Studen1s, Employees, Alumni, and Senior Citizens: $3
Preview. $1
ReseNations: (603) 862-2290
Dinner Theater Package, New England Center Restaurant

Saturday, Feb. 23

8:00 p.m.
Free Refreshments - DJ
Catholic Student Center
Madbury Rd., Durham
(across from Pettee Brook Mket.)
Sponsored by Catholic Student Organization

Asuperb location and acres of
quiet luxury, located just minutes from downtown Dover, can
be yours at The Gafrison. Our
two bedroom, one and one half
bath townhouses feature: Spacious airy living rooms and dining areas. CNersized master
bath. French doors to private
decks. Second floor laundry ·
hook-ups. Fully applianced kitchens. Full basements and detached garages. Tennis court,
swimming pool and picnic area. Located only 8 miles from
Pease Air Force Bose and 4
miles from UNH. Take Exit 7
from Spaulding Turnpike one
and one half mHes west on Rte.
108.

a condominium village

$67,900
sa les office on site• open 6 days, 11 am to 5 pm• Monday by
appointment• (603) 742-8303 • marketed exclusively by
· Norwood Realty New Homes Divisi0n

,._ -", •- - I~.--, ., •

I £• • r
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------------EQUALPAY-----------<continuedfrompage4)

Eo ifreaic_t_ilia.le ·s afarienvith___·oI"w6ineii faculty, ·1:nere was -an - -- -- -.. We were afile· to -siTcfowri., ..
regard to their rank and number average difference of $1800 per look at the figures and come up
of years experience, then used ' year less paid to women than with resolutions without many
men." Warner said. of the problems of other
this equation to predict salaries
for females," said Becky Warner,
Although there have been schools." she said.
a UNH psychology professor sexual discrimination laws since
A similar study done on
who was a member of the group
1963 in the United States, many women operating staff
conducting the study,
instit1,1tions still find that this members at UNH was not as
"Taking into -account that problem still exists.
encouraging, said Cindy Leere,
. male faculty-tend to be older, - Warner said she-believe-s-the -the coordinator of -The UNH
more experienced, and therefore UNH Administration handled President's Commission on the
...w;..;e~ll~.~~~~
- 1~ ~-~S-~ta~tu~s~o~f~W~o~m~·e~n~.
. .h~1~·g:,:;;h;;er;;,;-i;;;n;.;r.;;;,a~nk;.;;;,;;th.;,;;a~n;..;t.;.;;h.;;.;e_m_a.:.jo__r_it,.:.Y_;,;.th.;,;;e;..;s;,,;,it;,;u;;;a.ti_,on

~====i

; --l -- _-_-~
·-~~~n
,
1

Age of lJ11<:ertamty _ _

_· _

________ _____ ____ _
She ·comin-enctecf President who wants women to achieve
Haaland on his concern and "equal pay for work of comparaction regarding women faculty · able value."
·
members but said she saw "no
"When a more thorough
favorable response regarding study taking these factors into
operational staff pay."
account is completed, we may
"Our study looked at female find no discrimination of this
and male operating staff salaries kind and the current classifibased on education and expe- cation of pay for female staff
rience, but ·did not consider- job ~maybe· ' fair',''- said Leerer. "But
- responsibilities and working this is even more reason for a
·_conditions.," Leerer said, speak-_ : more detailed study to be -con- .

-I

~A lecture series sponsorerd by the Dept. of the Arts and th_e Deans's I~~~:
~ Office; College of Liberal Arts.
',
·i

L

~.~~,;,~~:,;;i~:~;D~~:~,~ved _

700%

BO Tablets $ 27 -95 .

TAN YEAR-ROUND

Send che_c~ or Money Order to: 1012 Delafield St. Suite 6.

Waukesha, WI 53186 .- .

Opening lecture; Tuesday"":i6th .Feb. 12:40 - 2 :00 p.m. A-218 Paul Creative .
Arts Center. ·
-·
-· · ·
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. COLLEGE CONSORTIUM FOR INTERNATIONAL-STUDIES

Valdusek

Earn your Credits ·

...

'

abroad

philosopher of science/
intellectual history

England

Spain

Switzerland

Israel

Italy

Mexico .

. - -·

- · - ·• ··-

--

. -· ····

-----

··-

Ireland

"Transcendence of Realism in Art and Physics"

Germany
..-""....v.·· ·

:❖:••··· ··«•··

-

v:.1•~••

•••

. ,

.... ..

- ···

Denmark

Canada

Egypt .

-France
.

.,

,

Join the thousands of students wh~ have earned college credits
- ··- -studying abroad in CCIS programs-. · - -- ' Affordable, quality programs with financia1 aid available .
...

-The-Navy----- -- -Needs Your Head In
The Clouds.

-

.

FALL SEMESTER IN DUBLIN
.INSTITUTE FOR IRISH STUDIES
12-15 CREDITS
SUMMER PROGRAMS
AT TRINITY COLLEGE
DUBLIN

r ,.

--

T

.

·

---··-----

Dr. John J. McLean .

·

· ·_

~-~~-l:l -- =-:~;';s~~~_Co)Jege - ---

~mm~:&'C]I~fTffiU

886-1931 ......
X243
..... ..

· y··

.

--

-

.

. ···~--~

--

- ---- -·--··----

. .........

-"':

-

;;

- =---=-

-

~::.-=--=ibrif-o-;_ie-pay"is :.aboVei30;ooo-·afteton1yfour-years;·On t<:>p·of-1:h~t··-•-----·; ---··----

you'll receive an outstanding benefits package: 30 days' paid vacat10n
------- ---:=~:~~-f~=~aland_dentaL~are._to_w.-~os.1.lifo irl~y~nc;~---·~·----------

If you've got a good head on your shoulders and high hopes for the
future, find out more about becoming a member of the Naval
.
Aviation Team.
Campus Visit on 26 FEB.
LT. BEWLEY
Navy Recruiting Boston
470 Atlantic Avenue, Boston, MA 02210
(61 7) 223-0222

-- -

- - - -- - ·-- -- --- - -----~

- - --- -- --- ---·- · -·------- ··--------- -·-- --·· --- - -- · -·-- ---·------ · ·-- --- ---

Method~ of Making
------career/Life-Decisions
Mon. Feb. 25
3:00~4:30 p.m.
Hillsborough Room
MUB

Program Sponsored by
Career Planning & Placel11ent
Service

· ----IN-THE-DARK(continued from page 1)
the stairwells were growing said he knew of no damage to
dim, he said. The stairwells have any equipment in the library.
Workmen have already begun
no access to natural lighting.
"We didn't want anybody in repairs on the circuit three-cable,
there trying to fumble their way but Sanders said he did not know
oµt in the _pit_c h ~a_rk," Sand_~rs how the damage occurre.d, what
1t-s extent or cost-v.ias·; or how··
... said.
___ -··-- ... .. Hugh_P_dtrh.ar.:JL. J·.~fex~.P.r~ .....lo_ug . it .w.o_uld_1akdo.r r..ep.a..irs......
librarian of Dimond Library, to be effected. · ,

College of Liberal Arts and the
Whittemore School of Business
and Economics is up, while "the
phenomenal increase in elec-

·~

•-••-

•

•------•••••--•--•••-••••-•--•••••-•••--~•-•--••----•--•••
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TRIP DATES AND PRICES

•

~_

· All prices plus 15 % tax.& services • $25 price increase is now in effect and must be added
-- - -· - --------- . - --~- ... -- - - -- --- -- -- - - -- --- -- __ lo.above.prices.. __ -·-· __ --- .-~----~ - . . . -- -- -- - JI

----POPULAR--- -

. .

·- -----·- -!:El!l§."~~ -

. ------ --· . --- ·--· ···- ....... ··- .... ---· ·- .... · - -····- -·---···

~1 M~;son Avenue, New York, NY 10022 • (212) 355-4705

·
(continued from page 5)
· -- We!r·e--ple3:.se~-with···the -(-tesr ·· wal- rate-abou-r- w~i-ch-_the·re·is -some concern, said Hoff. She
results)," said Hoff.
At UNH the retention rate is presently working with the
varied frord 55 ·percent of Lib- ·UNH ~res~men Orientat~on
eraJ Arts stude~ts _graduating_ _C~mmttte.<:. 1~ an eff~Ht to_!IPin the five ye,ar period, as prov~ advtstng fqr rncomtng
opposed to 82 percent of WSBE freshmen. .
Hoff said she _has begun a
students gra~u3:.ting i_n the same

UNH presently has a 21
percent undergraduate withdra-

~~T~~TTTTT

$299 $299 $299 $299 $299 $299 · $299 $299 $299 $299
. 319 319 319 319 319 319 319 319 319 319
369 369 369 369 369 369 369 369 369 369
509 509 509 509 509 509 . 509 509 509 509
--Jun---.lun· Jun-· Jun · -Jun ..
·---·--May·-lhy-·_May-May
···---··--...
---·•
..
-··-·----·-····-·
-·· ----·--··--·---------···.b~..Q!!!iL. . ... •. .... ___ .•. 4 ... 1L.....11 ..25 J... _ __ll ...J.S...._ .. 22... ... 29.........
359 359 · 359 · ·359 · 359·=·359 359 359 · 359
Guesthouse ·
399 399 399 399 399 399 399 399 399
Deluxe Apartment Complexes
449 449 449 449 449 449 449 449 449
Mermaid Beach without meals
589 589 589 589 · 589 589 589 589 589
Mermaid Beach with mealsGuesthouse
Deluxe Apartment Complexes
Mermaid Beach without meals
Mermajd Beach with meals

Snow said he was pleased the
the proper people to eliminate
the problem of certification of University understood his con··- __ ..untrained .officers,'~. s.aid _Sayage .. -.cems. ..and :was. .tr.ying.-.m ..s.oble ... _ . •--·- ....... .
- .. Flanders .was not .available for them. ... .

·:. ...- :--: .•;;:'

.,

• Bermuda College Weeks sponsored by
• Round trip jet flight from New York or
the Department of Tourism. Free beach
Boston. Add $20 from Baltimore;
·----·-·· --- -·-------$40-from-Prutade~h-ia-.- - ----·-·---·------parties-, eanees,-bafbeqtie-hmehes-, Hve--- - -·--rock ba nd s, harbour cruises.
• 7 nights in Bermuda. Choice of lodging.
·
·
. · · · • Round trip transfers between Bermuda·
.
· · · . -- ·
·· ·· ··· - · ·
airport and your accommodations.
• Full. breakfast and _dinner daily wi th
________cb.o.1ce..ol.menu.(.wJth ..ho.tel.meat...... ----- ·-··· .. --·-- --------------- .. --:-··-··--------~ --------·-··
• Discount moped rentals available.
package).
·
·
• Fully equipped kitchenettes {wlth deluxe · • Oii l ocauon proress1ona1 tour escorts.
Don't miss out on the trip of the year!
apartment complexes).

~~

- -

p~.ri.?-1- .·,:-: ::-:· . :k, "· -~ . ·:::

/iffllli~~\)_

Send your deposit today.

_- - - - - - - C O P BILL-- -··-- ·- -------- -------fc-(tt1t-intted-f-f6m-page-l}---·--·- -------- ·-·--. . .
Fla.nde6i will he working with - comment. ·•· · -·· . . .. .
•••

\!{

C~llege Party Week Includes:

______ applications h_a_~_drop_ped off . n_e_w science center, the te\'ised
general education requirements,
sharply this year," he said.
--·- ·----··-risn sa1da.ecreases 10 applt- anci tne honors program w111
---·--· --caticrnsto-Eottege ot-bte--Scrence·-·-tretp ·t:tNrt-re-a1tze·--rrs- ·fnilest
and Agriculture programs are potential.
'When you commit yourself
slowing.
Ex.t ended recruiting efforts to an institution," he said, "you
by UNH, the adoption of a new want it to be all it can be."
honors program by the faculty,

-•w

tfrrrr:::::::::=:- !]}f!f{iff:=

-

and U n1versity efforts to present itself positively have all
contributed to the increase, he
said.

·-·-----rdcat··rnd-mmp-uTEr·-·s-c-re-ITcF·-·-·-Fis1rs:rtd-·he-im1>es- rharrhe·····

------------
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-- . ·- ------ (contlriued ffOm page··7f·
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_____

Today'sdate _ _ _ _ __

Enclosed ls$_ _ _ ($50deposlt per person)

Flight desired from _ _ _ _ _ __
Trip Departure Date _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ School _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Check ~ne: . D Guesth~use D Delux!' Ap•~ment Complexes D Hotel without meals
LASTNAMEMa/Mr _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Flrst

~~:res-·s_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-~_-_-_-_-_-_-~-~~-=
stat•

I

Age _ ___ _

campusAep/Ottic~

zip _ _

P h o n e - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - ,.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~_

) 9.)!qr_-.1;1= _ Sf..}1~~ y.,.1~b t~~-1;,~-s_h- .: . .:-~:.,.•__ -----. --------• .•. -•:.::ll!l:::.•--11-:-•- - .. - -_____II!~•--- --•., -------~--l!llll-■-__

.. •·..:.•.
_111111!1!1
_ 1!!1
!11!1

men wlio_ ente~ed 10 the falf of
~984 whteh will be completed
10 1989.

D Hotel with meals

__,

_ !l!!ll!_ _ _ __..
~1..!11_1111!11~1!11!11_-.ill!l!l
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University of New Hampshire Alumni
· -- ----- -A.ssoctatttitf ------- --- --- --------·- --- <-- •: · ··.-;
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Nominations may be made by sr! e
staff, alumni, and friends of the lJ n
New -Ffainpsliife, and will be ac·ce·rqla
S. Elliot Alumni Center by March 1Jb
All full time members of the tdlhi
at__ the_U.oiv_ersiJy _of. New_Ha_mpJ.i.ir ·
1
__ __ ...... mi.nimum._Qf thr.ee_c.o.ns.ernti.Y..e ..yd~~i r
at UNH, are eligible to _receive the pi'"' ·
·__ -~Teaeh-m-g-Awar&~---'·- ·---~- · ·. ·: · _ .. _-_-"-~ ". :sr&c .
.~ ...... E~isTrecipients ... are .no_r. :eliginle . to . rec"'\~·
award. -

.

-

iols ar~ requested for the UNH

n1::;~:v~;~:~~;;~;;;~;:;;; - -this ·field ' the awards- ·
onif:.xcel-lence-in·
.: ,~Jel'nted ·-a.-t -Hnnors C-onvoca1ton -each · -----AG;,f! J..w9J~..c:1Jltf_memher.s_;_e.ach.recipient. _ __ ..... -· _..

, / itr ie(e1xe_a-$15QO._cash_prize.-··_· _ -·=---·

-.x:•=:t'

-

.

~

David L. Balkwill, Micro ' i>;;
Lester A. Fisher, English
Filson H. Glanz, Engineering
Hans Heilbronner, History
Robert E. Houston, Jr., Physics

·. Irwin, Economics
R. Jones, Chemistry
Allen B. Linden, History
Donald M. Murray, English
Samuel C. Smith, Animal science

.Norn_ipat_ion.. form_s Ar_e Available. _jn_;the "Library .
-and at the Alumni Center ·

-·-- · --·-
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Editorial
Facin g probl ems solve s them quick er
Resident Assistants (RAs) on this
campus have a tough job-of that there
is no doubt. They must watch over freshman, and older students, who want to "do
their thing," while at the same time try
to have a fairly enjoyable college experience
themselves. It can't be any easy task.
Since the beginning of th e semeSrer,
anonymous complaints from RAs have
frequently appeared in The New Hamp-

those RAs unhappy with their particular
situations. But she denied there is widespread discontent among RAs in Area III
(which includes Hubbard, Williamson, and
Christensen Halls.)
Perhaps Chesney and Bischoff should
think about their remarks. Hard.
No RA honestly complaining about his
or her job should have to go to a newspaper
to do it. Conflicts o-r problems should be
sh;ro, .i.n nc•vvs ator.i.es, letters to the editor,
settled between KA 's and Residential Life
and poetic personals. Some RAs claim they
officials.
are the pawns of Residential Life officials,
B
RA h Id b
h ·b · d f
prohibited from expressing their honest
. 1:1t ndo.
s ou
e pro 1 tte . rom
• •
• .L
• k"
h • • b
vo1cmg 1scontent to a newspaper either.
- opmmns -w_1-t--uout ns mg t .e ir-J.o S..--- --· -:- ·------- ------chesney's -"threat fo termfn-at"e the}:>os-of
Early this week, Scott Chesney, assooate
RA "
bl" ,, ·11 d
h· b
k
director of Residential Life, told this
th s gonle _pu IC wt O not 1dngh ut ~a e
. . d h •
e comp amers more angry, an t e senous
newspaper
t"h at RA
s w h o dpu,, blHICtze1 t e1r
ff orts o f R est"d entta
. I L"f
. l s a11 t h e
·
ld
b
·d
e
1 e o ff"1c1a
comp Iamts wou
e axe .
e a so sat
f t"l
. h us
- (R est'L"f)
.more ute.
t-h at RA s s h ou ld -b e " wtt
1e
or against us."
It is hard to say how much of an effort
Carol Bischoff, Residential Life director,
is put forth to solve the apparent problems
said Resi-Life was willing to work with
between these two groups, but it seems

no effort could be enough. RAs make a
commitment to their roles, large commitments which they may on occasion regret.
But Residential Life officials make a
commitment when they hire those RAsa commitment to let those students live
their own lives while doing their jobs
responsibly. And like any management
organization, Resi-Life must make a
commitment to support those individuals
workin3 for them .

That means admitting problems when
they arise, and not trying to stifle what
may be legitimate gripes from employees.
--- Resi,.Life .and RAs- w.ould.. hoth do weJL. to take another look at their roles at UNH,
and then interact with each other, definitely,
and with anyone else if they choose.
Chesney said there is an open door for
any unhappy RAs-=-let's hope he meant
an open door into Petree House (Resi-Life
headquarters), where conflicts can be
resolved, not perpetuated.
-K.S.-

Letters
Dance-a~thon
To the Editor,
As chairpersons of the Hetzel
Hall Dance-A-Thon, we regret to
say that the event has been cancelled
for this vear. The Dance-A-Thon
began eight years ago and has raised
many dollars for the New Hampshire Kidney Foundation. In recent
years, however, interest in the event
has declined. Less profits have been
raised, and dancer participation has
dwindled. Within the dorm, too,
interest has been less enthusiastic
this year. As for the future of this
event, plans are already being
discussed as to how to re-vive it.
If the idea of a dance-a-thon has
lost some of its novelty over the
past few years, perhaps a totally
new approach to planning can help
· make iisuccessful again. Hetzel
donate $1000.00 to the Kidney
Foundation again this year from
past dance-a-thon proceeds. We
would like to thank all of those
people who who have been involved
with the dance-a-thon in the past
and hope that at some time in the
future they will again be willing
_ ~o S!JP£Qrt -~u<:b_~P ~Y~Clt_.__ _ ____ _
Lauren Liberman
Carla Panciera

will

Areal/I
To the Editor
I would like to apologize to all
the readers of The New Hampshire who have been subject to the
numerous reports that Area III RA's
are miserably disgruntled with the
department we work for-namely
Residential Life. I am continuously
amazed to read in the paper that
I am being threatened with termination of my position if I speak out
against the Administration. I have
never been threatened formally or
informally. I am sure if I had
constructive criticism to offer to
Residential Life, I would not be
condemned for my ideas. I am also
curious why two separate events
that occurred in two separate
buildings are continuously being

lumped together as the subject of
ou_r perpo_!"ted rage. Ther~ was n.9
connection between the resignation
of the two Christensen RA's and
the resignation of.the Williamson ,
Hall Director. I hope readers will
realized that there was no coup
planned to overthrow Area III
Residential Life Staff.
I am not a disgruntled RA. I have
been working in the Residential
Life system for three years and have
never found myself being used or
abused by the Administration. In
fact, there are very few organizations that are as interested in the
people who work for them as Resi
Life. As in any business organization, there are guidelines to be
followed which are outlined in the
Residential Life contract. When
a person disregards these guidelines, they .are choosing to break
their contract. That is fair grounds
for dismissal-simple as that.
In Area III- the RA's I associate
with have put the events of last
semester behind us. We are more
interesed in making the best of the
semester ahead rather than beating
old news into the ground. When
will The New Hampshire find
something new to report about?
I dont understand why r.eporters
for The New Hampshire have a
personal vendetta ·agains-r-R.esiclential Life, particularly in Area III.
They are doing us no favor by
reporting that our area as a whole
is unhappy. This is just not true.
There may be a few RA's who are
dissatisfied, but not all of us are.
This type of reporting is especially
damaging to the reputation of our
hall staffs, and generates a negative
attitude towards the Residential
Life System.
To ·those prospective RA's who
have already filed applications for
next year's positions, particularly
in Area III: Consider yourse_lf
fortunate if you are offered a
position. You will be in for a
challenging, exciting year that will
have it ups and downs as any job
does. You will come away from that
year with friends, skills, ideas and
memories that will be important
to you for the rest of your life. Good
luck! I hope you don't have to put
up with the bad press that we have
been getting for the past few
months.
Susan Nytbrown

Prol award

Hampshire. As part of the audience
I feel the picture did not do justice
to tlie -well-written article. The
photograph did not portray the
comfortable atmosphere Gordon
Haaland created as he spoke in
Jessie Doe Lounge. The emphasis
of his "Last Lecture" that night did
not focus on his role as a President
of this University, but on_his ideas
about life itself. His three main
points were to:
1. learn a little about a lot,
2. take care of your friends,
3. get involved.
He presented these ideas to us
as his personal views. He wanted
to share a mess-age with us a,bout
life.
The picture in The New Hampshire portrayed President Haaland
not only as President of the University but also as an authority
figure. When, in actuality, he
arrived at Jessie Doe dressed casually removing himself from his
stereotyped role as an . administrator. He created a warm atmosphere
and captivated everyone's attention.
I didn't write this letter to

condemn the article written about
this giver:i ·Iectu_re, but rathe_r tQ
show how the picture discredited
the article. The atmosphere President Haaland created and the one
displayed by the article were the
same, yet the photograph accompanying the article in The New
Hampshire changed the reader's
perspective of the evening.
Although it was mentioned that
the photograph was a file photo,
the whole idea of the Last Lecture
Series and the ambiance created by
Gordon Haaland was distorted.
Sometimes it is best to print a
well-written article alone rather
than to have a photograph which
provides the reader with false
coverage.
Suzanne Kramer
President of Jessie Doe Hall

To the Editor,
I would like to call to the attention
of the Student body the Distinguished Teaching Award being
offered this spring by the Alumni
Center. The award is given to
recognize and encourage excellence
in any professor's given field and
any full-time member of the_ faculty
here at UNH is eligible. The award
is presented to one or two faculty
members every year at Honors
Convocation along with a $ 1500
cash prize.
Nominations will be accepted
from anyone connected with UNH
but I would like to encourage fellow
students to nominate their favortie
teachers. To nominate a teacher,
we need not know their other
achievements. H you have had--an
instructor who, you feel, was especially adept in his or her field
or was particularly helpful to you,
nominate him or her. Simply state
why you feel this particular instructor deserves recognition for his or
her work here at UNH. Some past
rec"ipients of the award are Professurs__ M_a_nle_y_Jrwin, EconQmics.., _________ ____________ _ JAMES M. MILLARD, Editor-in-Chief
·- -- - - -Donald Murray, English and Sam
KEVIN MORSE, Managing Editor
MEG BAKER, Managing Editor
Smith, Animal Science.
KRIS SNOW, News Editor
KEN FISH, News Editor
Nomination forms are available
STEVE LANGEVIN, Sports Editor
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CHARLES
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JR.,
Photo
DROUIN, Photo Editor
Editor
at the Elliott Alumni Center, the
New England Center, The Faculty
BILL PILCHER, Business Manager
Center, the Admissions Office, the
JED EVANS, Ac,ivertising Manager
Dimond Library, and the MUB.
Nominations will be received at
the Alumni Center until Friday,
March 1.
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This is an excellent way to
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not miss this opportunity to · say
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thank you.
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To the. Editor,
I am writing in regards to the
article entitled, "Haaland Has Last
Lecture"- published in_last Friday's
(February 15th) issu·e ·of The New
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University Porum
Those Resi-Life Blues
As a former victim of a lounge build-up, it pleases
me very much to see that Residential Life is finally
taking a humane approach to the major housing
problem on campus and is making the infamous
lounge people extinct. For lounge people, or better
known as "loungees" to their neighbors, have too
long been treated as nuisances to the UNH housing ·
syst~m.
.
Last semester I lived in a lounge with four other
girls in Williamson Hall. at first, when I received
my housing notice, I laughed at the thought of )
girls living together in one room. I had always had
a room to myself. How would I be able to cope with
an adjustment to college life as well as my lounge
•- -occupancy wi-t-h four•-et-he-r -gi-£h?-- W el-1,--l-Eackled
the situation optimistically, rny only reservation
ws that I didn't want the top bunk. The five of us
survived together for two months. Although the
air became a bit thick at times between roommates,
we neverth~less developed good friendships.

By Catherine Rosenquist

The week of midterms Residential Life issued
forms that we were to be moved out. Angered by
their insensitivity to uproot us from an environment

For we, as "loungees", were considered by some
to be unwelcome guests in a room that was once
used for the social activities of the floor. As intruders
we found that a label of loud and obnoxious was
to which we had become accustomed, myself and
sometimes stuck on us. Perhaps their labeling was
two of my roommates argued our case with
correct. I am apt to believe that the occupancy of
Residential Life to let us stay in the lounge. We
five girls in a room with camoflage green walls
and green carpeting would make anyone obnoxious.
felt that we had made the best of a somewhat bad
While my lounge experience was not traumatic, ·
situation and it wasn't right that they could scatter _
it was 1 nev_e rtheless , an experience that· I never
11'- ::irross c ::i mpns in ~ifferent d o rms ~nd . m~ke us
shoula have been put through . For I was only a
adjust again to a new environment. Their argument
scared young freshman struggling to adjust in an
was that lounges are a necessary pan of life on a
unfamiliar environmenc I am now living in a double
dorm floor. In other words, we were in the way.
in Williamson and am considered to be a normal
--- Ho·wever~ -6tfr ]:fr'ievances-- meant riothirig~ a-s 'it tooJ.c·-- · --- -m€mhe-r of-th€ UNH housing system.-N e-xt semest-er
much argumentation between parents and reI am looking forward to not seeing any victims of
sidential Life to finally decide that we could stay
lounge build-ups. For the time has come when all
students in UNH housing should be treated as equals.
in the lounge. Our prolonged occupancy was met
with irritation of a few floormates.
Catherine !?,osenquist is now a welj adju~ted resident___ _

Political Puff

By Kris Snow
State road? One with potholes.
State car? American, with a few diesel
Rabbits thrown in.
State celebrity? Not Doug Flutie.
Ditto for state athlete.

Not long ago the state legislature
probably thought long and hard, and
ultimately, after not so much debate,
voted to establish the newt as the state
amphibian.
What a decision. Never, ever, has
so much relief been expressed over the
passage of truly significant legislation.
- But while the newt joins the ranks
of other state symbols, you have to
wonder why the legislature didn't take
the time and effort to establish a few
other really necessary state symbols.
Why not, for example, a state
television show? Late Night with David
Letterman, perhaps. Problem is, most
of the state's residents probably don't
stay up late enought to watch it ...
State drink? Yeah, Budweiser'll do
there.
State music? How about that dentist
office/ grocery store kind?
State recreation? Nothing but pure
leisure for New Hampshire's residents.
Try the following: summer-watching
the grass grow; fall-watching the
leaves turn; winter-watching the
s?ow f~y; and spring-watching the
nvers nse.
Shows an appreciation of nature if
nothing else. State newspaper? The Boston Globe ..'.except maybe for a few who read
a kind ot conservative paper printed
in Manchester.

· Kris Snow is an editor for The New
Hampshire

the-past-week e·alicat:1onliasEeen-

.. In
-Mr. -Benne'i't i-s iriaeea·cor·recr' aria-we a constant topic of debate. Not only are being cheated. A college eduction
have the higher learning centers of should not be just an indepth study of
the country come under fire for their one field but a partnership between
curriculums by the new Secretary of one's major interest and a solid general
Education William Bennett and the education background which places
National Institute of Education for high regard upon writing skills, logical
being lacking in humanities require- thinking, history, the sciences and the
ments for all graduates, but President arts. But Mr. Bennett went too far when
Reagan in his attempt to cut as much he said he would be pleased to give his
as he can from the massive projected child $50,000 to start his own business
budget deficit for 1986 has declared instead of sending him to college. The
that student loan eligibility will fall poor kid could lose everything if his
again.
business went under because of his lack
We as college students are being told of education and business-management
by Mr. Bennett that we are not getting skills. He would then have no business
our money's worth. We are also being and no education.
told by Mr. Reagan that fewer of us
Even if his business were to prosper
should be subject to this "morally and Mr. Bennett would have a one dimencultur,ally disgusting" situation.
sional son who would not even have
A well rounded education is one of the low quality general education that
our nation's prides. College graduates Mr. Bennett claims is available from
should expect to get a quality education our colleges today.
from their university which includes
Another disconcerting event octhe humanities. In this highly special- curred recently. Our runaway deficit
iz~d ,society ,w~ Jive in to.day we should must be chopped and everybody knows
still concentrate on thes a ' , , '
th'is. 'The orff 'roblem is that ever bI

just how trivial the newt vote and
decision are, too.
Come on, New Hampshire, do we
really need a slimly little lizard-like
thing to represent what I'm sure are
already adequately appreciated amphibians in the state? I think not.
The newt issue made the papers
-(namely that pa'j:>er from Manchester) because it's a catchy sort of story-sort
of like the other back-page stuff about
cats who steal socks from neighbors'
clotheslines, or cars that start up
spontaneously and drive away, operator
in hot pursuit. Interesting, yes. Necessary, not really.
Sure, the legislators probably got
a good laugh about the bill, but who
knows how seriously some of them
actually took it. What's next, a state
freshwater organism? A New Hampshire roadside wildflower? Will the
Legislature spend time debating such
measures, actually deciding, for example, between one species of ant and
another, or the official state toothpaste?•
Makes you wonder.
Keep it up, legislators, name all the
state "things" you want. If nothing
-else, your efforts-will come in handy in some future version of Trivial
Pursuit-"Political Puff" perhaps?

-Industrial Alternatives

j

State sports team? The UNH women's ice hockey team. Without a doubt.
These are just a few examples our
editorial staff came up with. Some
selections are serious, others ridiculous,
but all are trivial. And they demonstrate

I

•

By Jon Kinson -oc1y~-&as-- b1s- or -her ·own p-rderiect . ------ around .the- couritrfThey unde'istand rhat it will not only benefit the school
solution and list of untouchables. When
Mr. Reagan unveiled his proposed
but also themselves. This is the beginbudget for 1986, education was inning of a good working relationship
eluded. He had sharpened his ax and
between the university and the comaimed it at student loans, among other
pany. The company will get qualified
areas, hoping businesses and corpograduates, who have been trained on
rations would step in and pick up the
and are familiar with Data General's
difference since they have so much at
·equipment, and the opportunity to use
stake. If fewer educated people are
the educational facilities of this uniavailable to be hired then businesses
versity for their workers while students
will have to train people for the jobs.
get the use of exceptional and expensive
They can either pay now or pay later.
computer equipment. Data General
Many companies have stepped in
deserves a round of applause. It is too
in the past and have continued to
bad that student loans must be cut. But
support the "pay now" approach. There
the damage to the economy that the
are a lot of scholarships available and
deficit could do if left uncontrolled is
there have been many occasions in
uncalculable. If businesses follow the
which businesses have given to unilead of Data General and dig deeper
versities. One such instance occured
into their vast pockets it would offset
this January when Data General, which
the cuts and allow the students who
plans on locating a facility near Durare affected by the/ cuts to receive well
ham, donated half a million dollars
rounded college educations.
worth of computer equipment to this
university. During the past six years
. Jon Kinson is a junior Political Science
they .have contributed more than $8.5
million to colle es and universities
Ma'or.
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- Arts - & -features"The Visit" allows glimpse of human greed

The cast of uThe ·visit;'performs

in a preview Wednesday night.(Charles·Smith,Jr. photo)

British pleasures previewed ·
- 1JyJul_i~11.B.r~~~ Shrove Tuesday was marked
by the English department this
week w_ith coffee and crepes and
a slide presentation on the
department's summer program

of $1,200 and $500 available to
sfoderits in .need riffinancial aid:··
The evening's slide show
brou~h.t back ~emories for past
part1C1~ants i_n _the progr_a m.
When P•~tures of.popular pubs

By Consuelo B ..Congreve
. Zachanassian stops seeming like
The Visit is a play that a small town girl turned good
_ presents a challenge to its and ~ore _li~e a -yicious serpent~
actors: almost the entire cast -- who is stnkmg out-at the world
is on stage simultaneously, for turning her into a whore. _
_costumes r.emairLthe s.ame __wirh. ___ He!' ~JJ.tourage, "'.Qifh CQ.Q._~ists ___ _
-- few e·xceptions, arid each actor ·· of a twisted oid barleT and ·rwo·:·
must play at least two charac- fat blind men with high, squeaky ,
·rers. The Univeisit"y"The·a ter · vo-ices, turns grnres·q·u·e - masters all th_e challenges and Zachanassian blinded and casbetters them, presenting a spel- crated these men, who figured
!binding ·a nd increasingly chil- -ill her paternity suit so long ago. ·.
-----Ii.ni(sf6ry:··· ... ,. ....... -· -··---· ·-·---- -- ---· -----Herburler_·was ~rhe jmige: Z ·a::.--~--:
The rown of Gullen is a small chAna.:,.:,ian keep:, thcu1 a1uu11cl
town whose inhabitants amuse her so she can wield her power
themselves by watching express over them. Their presence feeds
trains go by, trains that never her murderous intentions. Za·Stop. Tae-·s-lttbby·-rowh is well . chanassian says, 'The world
captured by the sparse grey · mrned me into a whore~I'll
_platformed set w frh a few cut turn the world into a brothel."
· out trees stage right.and left.
· The townspeople;who a_tfirst _
· ·. The residents' only hope for fJatly refuse ·Za',:hanassian's ·
resurrection lies in Claire Za- '. murderous offer, start appear- ·
chanassian, a Gullener who ing in new shoes, and buying -·
married a millionaire and is now luxury -i tems "on account." Their
coming -back for a visit:· the collective consciences are illus•
townspeople runabout excitedly .trated by the schoolmistress,
· . preparing for her return giving played by Mary Chaisson. Chaisthe play an initial carnival-like son's character has turned ·to quality with much noise anq dr}nk in reaction to her guilty
movement.
conscience. Chaisson's show of .

two_ddnks an.d .somefood," .

fZachkanassialn adrrive~ in balseka . gacuriolstra_ndhselbodf-loath-ing comde
"Butterys are English pubs . -o smo e, resp en ent ma- ac . ---- . . .-..-m. er-- . Y- posture -an .. -.
that have very odd hours. You gown. Her attire is in sharp lost air.
.
.
can go and have a pint before contraS t to th e gre.y coveralls
Once Zachanassian has plant•
your 10:30 class, and it will be th at every 0th er caS t member ed the seed of greed and murder
closed an hour later," said is wearing. The casr members in the minds of the Gulleners,

- -.--~ -int=iWap~~~.nj~~;~r ~, •-;~f fc-~~~;~l~~~~t~!fi ~i~ FrnfesS<>o-Thomas Carnic-elli,---- - ~1;,°'?,;{rn~~~~~~ 1:..t~~~~ -·~r;:!•:1
~~h:' ~rh~~ett~~

- - tne --prograni;begari the pre·s- - -scattered-around -the--room·-h'1d -·
.Thesociallife.in British pubs transforming _themselves fro...m -in-hedong-line of husbands,
entation by reading from the stories to tell.
'
is certainly not the only item the inside.Judith F. Dion creates watching the townspeople slowBook of Days, which discusses
.A punt is a squ~re, flat bot- on the syllabus of the Cambridge an increasingly sinister and ly succomb to her _evil prese_nce.
the ancient ritual of Shrove tomed boat that is moved by summer program. Between the mysteriously glamorous air for Ill becomes increasing fearful
___________ _T.uesda¥,--aruliune.ntionedbeing._____usil)_g_ aJ_o_!!g E.Ql~:_9 _!1e slide tours of the English countryside Zachanassian as _h er portrayal of his lJ!~_and the townspeonle__
"shroved," which Hapgood sno~~cfa boatf~l or people adrift students t.ake tw~ four creotr··-progresses:-·:-------------~--L-.--- ..,_._ act more and more hostile
likened to absolution.
after Just havmg gotten their clas~es dun~ the six weeks th~y
The townspeopl~ want. t<_> get toward him. This is illustrated
Since the book included "the pole stuck in the_ river bottom.
are m Cambridge.
some of_Zachanassian millions, best by the mayor, played by
preparing and devouring of pan
M~ny of the slides V:ere of th_e
Many of the classes·are taught so th ey choose Alfred Ill, her Ross Martineau, who at the
cakes," Hapgood greeted eve- medieval, fortr~ss-like arch!- by "fellows," scholars at Cauis former lover, to butter her up. beginning of the play asked Ill
ryone ar the door of Grant tecru~e 0 ~ C~mbndge and Cams College, while other classes are It turns o~t Ill had gotten to be his successor, and who
House flipping what looked like (pronounced keys) Colleges taught by UNH faculty, Thomas Zac~an~sran pr_egna~v~ eventually withdraws his offer
a very edible, fat pan cake, but where t~e Ame~ican s~udents Carnicelli, Robert Hapgood and ago, eme pate~mty, an n
and leaves Ill a loaded gun,
- --w-hen--t-he-pa-n cake -refused-to - srudy~__Michael p.La.ughlm,._who ---- Ph-iHp-N-if-o-l6H-:--t-he- c-otuses- - t~~_boys __to__ ~~:!i_!y =il!_~~ur~- !~~ __ y_afal_y_co_axiog_him_ro commie ._
fall apart after it "slapped" to went ?n the mp two _Y.ears ago, offered concentrate on British They ~aa slept w1tli_ lier. Bec~use suicide.
.
. .
the floor on one of his trickier descnbed
of
. h h to the audience that arts, 1iterature
an d po 1Itics.
th this, Zachanassian
·11·
d promises
11
·
'h
.. .
.
flips, one realized it was a fake.
nig ~ t e exact route he used Professor Hapgood takes good
e town a m1, wn o ars-rn
T e Vwt is playmg at John-_______ ______ft:.Q~~.Q_r);lApgQ.9.cL~J~<_:>_J~_I)._- ___ ~~--~i~b __?~~~~-~~~ ~?l~ ~~a! __ ;!9V_~Vt1lg~__QL!h~ .P-.rn~i_roicy of_ -~~cb:,nge for Ill_s ge~lt~.
_.
son Theater.February 21-24 and
nounced the 1ntroduct10n of a surrounds CaUis Co11ege,_ after Stratford-on-Avon and the
. It is -heFe that-tbe-€-Kcus-hke --- February-28--March -2- ar--8pm,-··•-_$3600 sch?larship to the pro- he got locked out late at mght.
Royal Shakespeare theat.r e there atr of the play takes a sour note. and on February 27 at 2pm.
gram. lt w1_ll ·be awa_rded to the
The s rudem~_ \\T~O hadbe_en ·to teach_a class "Shakesp·eare
student with the highest aca- ther~ talked about l<:.arnmg in performance.'.'
· _ . - __(· ) •
p· .. ·__
~
demic standing. .The tuition for -· ~ngltsh_ sl_ang a~d their occa-:
_
Y J
i '--' ~ ..l
t:7
the summer at Cambridge is ~10nal d~ff1cul~y. in understand"The British professors," said
$2 400 so this would leave the ing their Brmsh professors Carnicelli, "are very formidable,
re~_ipie'nr with $1,200 to spend thro~gh thei~ accer:its.
but they generally give good
Y J
on air fare to England and for
O Laughlm said ~ha_t ~ne grades." He described the
- plenty of pocket money during sh<:,uld ?,-Ot pass up ~n !,1:1v1tat10n __ teachers the_r~ as rough,but the By Mi~h~el F~garty .
_
-~c_li~_n b~_~g, _played by Sam
the summer.
to: tea. Tea, he said, 1s always small class size, he felt, makes The Killing Fields.Directed by Waterson, serves as an observer
. __ . __ .
. .There are als~ schol?,rshies. _a _ht~lc:_Il1~re_th3:.n that; -~r:ie ~r _ it -~-~~ier_fo_~ _t_!_le -i,::t~iv_id_u?-} t~ . Rol!l"ld Jo.f_f~_,_s~~e~nplay hf ___ to the d~s~ruction and slaughter. .
•
. - ---~ ·-- ·--·- ------- ---·--·--- ------------- ·· · -- ---- · _ ----·--1earn:-~Tl1e-1.raaitio1n>f--Brlrisfr--· Bnice-RQb111son;-·stMft-ng-~~am----·Pran-Wr. HaingNgor),=because·-:=-~.:
""
teachers is ·c onsiderably more - Waterson and Dr. Harng - he is Cambodian,-is a particiformafthan-•ours;buf the tutor- , Ngor, released by -Warner · ·pant. Through their eyes we get -__i~J.~1!1~~-e!-·~ -!~?~-~~:{_:.~!~~~~------~ rot~~rs:. . __ . _ . _
a look into ~he jungles and fields
-· ·The··aver-age--da-ss --s-iz.e -1-s=be---·-· ... fhe. _. Kitling_FJE.it.lrrr1I·-.pow-::·~------:ote:amboaia:.--. . .· ----------· ___________ _
tween 20 to 25 people, Carnicelli ertul him wh1<:h tells the story
Two performances stand out
said.
of New York Timescorrespon~- in this movie. The first is by
-- -- •· -·--·-·--··---- ------ ~---_-- - - - - ------- -~nt-S.ydne}l-Sc..h~be.r~- and.h.i.s- -N-g-GF,-N-ger-h-ims~l-f-e-s-Ea-petl---Ka thleen Seger, an English interpreter/ guide, D1th Pran. from one of the Cambodian
major and a senior who attended · Based on Sc~anberg'~ book Th_e camps; and the ·experience is
the program last summer, Death and life of Dtth Pran,it · evidenced by his performance.
thought the teachers did not s~o~s the horr?r that was, and All of the pain and resentment
overload their students with too still is, Cam~odia. -which he felt towards his capmuch work. "You're not going
The _movie _revolves around tors is _e tched in his face.
to spend day and night studying, the friendship of Pran and
The other outstanding perbut you've got to keep up with Schanberg: Schanberg's zealous formance is by all of the men,
it," she said.
story-chasing amid the increas- women, and children who
ing chaos of the Marxist Khmer played the people of Cambodia.
"I didn't find studying hard Rouge takeover of Phnom Penh They are the real stars of this
because it came so easily there," eventu~lly leads them to take movie; a grown man weeping
she explained. "You' re so in- refuge m the French embassy. for his dying son, a confused
vol ved with all the knowledge The two a_re separated when women explaining there is
and -school there, and I learned Schanberg is tleporred and Pran
Visiting' studenfs enjoy traditional British activities, including a lo t because I wa s in such an is put to work in an Orwellian MOVIE, page 16
p unting on the river.
·
atmosphere. "
re-education camp.
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Folk finds succ ess but pun k fall~ flat

Bill Morrissey
Bill Morrissey
Reckless Records
Bill Morrissey has done a
number of things in his life:
from millworker to fisherman
to

s~s

<;:tMion Mtenrl::int,

he h~ ..

seen both ends of the country
and a lot of people in between.
It is Morrissey's reflections
on his past lives and loves that
make up with a simple, genuine
focus, the songs of his first
album - a superb collection of
s~rngs concerning the breakdowns of towns, families and
relationships ih Morrissey's
obsessive, personal world.
Morrissey is a regular of the
New Hampshire area, having
spent much of his time playing
his authentic folk songs and
ballads at local venues like the
Stone Church in Newmarket.
This album, his first, was recorded last year at the Somerville Media Arts Project in
Massachusetts . It presents
twelve songs ranging from the

hardships of "The Packard
Company" to the down home
hilarity <?f "Grizzly Bear".
Loves won and lost are no
new subject to folk singing, but
Morrissey makes the songs his
own by flavoring them with his
own peculiar, idiosyncratic
humor. "Well I got a house way
up north with lots of yards and
fences, well I got a wife who
sings like thirteen drunken
Joeseph Spensers."
This first verse from "Darlin'
Lisa",_a· song Morrissey wrote
for his wife, shows off Morrissey' s witty talents and goes
along with the rollicking goodnaturedness of the song. Other
songs like "My Baby and Me"
also celebrate the quirks and
trials of the typically off-key
realtionships which Morrissey
h~s a gre~t k~ack for describing
w1th wh1ms1cal, wizened authenticity.
Morrissey chronicles places
as well as people. Places he has
known, worked at, lived in or
just passed through. "Small
Town On the River" for example, chronicles the passing of
time in Newmarket, where
Morrissey once worked. The
song paints the same picture
of small town life that fever~
be!ates throughout the album;
thrngs falling apart, friends and
families drifting apart. Morrissey, seemingly the only observer
of these occurences, is left
comtemplating this condition
from the bar of the Polish

chedelic" (another ambiguous
American Club.
Some of the strongest songs term). New Day Rising, their
on Bill Morrissey's album are second album reflecting this
the beautiful, lilting ballads like new style, shows the band still
"Rosie" and the touching "Tex- in a period of transition.
The first songs on the record,
as Blues", a song about riding
title cut and "Girl Who Lives
the
nowhere
of
middle
the
through
looking for the woman you love: on Heaven Hill," reflect very
'Tve never been so lonely, I've positive attitudes, but are somenever been so blue ... well its how thrown askew by a constant
midnight on the highway ... and attack of buzz-saw guitar. The
feeling achieved from these
I'm coming home to you."
is not unlike the lyrical
songs
of
combination
a
Through
s½ill, humor and authenticity, content of another song called
Bill Morrissey weaves his tales "Powerline:"
What's this humming in my
of traveling, leaving homes and
.
"
head
love
of
obsessions
the wreckless
Was it something that someand humor. For all his skills
Morrissey has finally discovered one said
It's connecting us with them
one he should stay with.
By JON EKSTROM

Husker Du
New Day Rising
SST Records
Husker Du received some
very favorable press last year
when they ventured from the
world of "punk rock" (whatever
that is) into the land of "psy-

Danc ers perfo rm at le$ti val

Electric vvirca turned on again

It aggravates and it pacifies
Hear the power in the lines
This attitude is contrasted
with three songs that are bor- .
dering on being called pop
songs. "I Apologize," which
WUNH has recently been playing, is about that tradition,d
punk complaint, suburban
chaos. This song and "If I Told
You" feature very nice choruses.
The third pop-like tune also
happens to be the best song on
the record. "Books About
·UFO's" is a hilariously funny
story about a girl obsessed with
extraterrestrial life. An unexpected feature of this song is
a piano accompanimeht played
in ragtime fashion. This bouncy,
fun and very enjoyable song also
has a great, sing-a-long chorus

with backround harmonies.
Throughout the record,
though, are a number of songs
reminiscient of Joy Division. ·
The vocals on "Celebrated
Summer" and particularly on
"Perfect Example," remind one
.J)f the late Ian Curtis. Augmenting the sound are lyrics right
out of the "gloom-doom" period
of the late 1970's:
I think I might lose my mind
I think I might lose your mind
You think you might lose your
.
_
mind
But not the memory, means
a lot to me
Other sounds pop up on this
record that could be from a Black
Flag or Minutemen album. This
is not surprising as both these
bands not only share record
labels, but also producer Spot.
. "How to Skin a Cat" features
a jazzy musical backround quite
like the Minutemen. Black Flag's
maniac, Henry Rollins, meets
three part harmonies on "I
Don't Know What You're Talking About."
For ~II ~he contrasting styles
r~flec~rng the transitional pen9~ of_Husker Du, New Day
Rmng 1s a cohesive album that
shows the versatility of the .
band. In what would be confusion for many bands; Husker :
Du has organized this record
into distinct periods of emotions ·
that proves to be much more
fulfilling than the trash still
being produced by most hardcore bands.
Bv THOM MROZEK

WUNH's
top ten

she said. The dancers displayed
a great deal of energy, but she
was still unsure of how they
would do in competion, she said.
She attempted to not even think
SINGLES:
ALBUMS:
about it.
l. Killing Joke- "Love Like
1. Replacements- Let It Be
The choreography of "5 on
2. Bronski Beat-Age of Con- Blood"
Five" is based on the students'
2. Simple Minds-"Forg et
sent
improvisation. The dance opens
Me"
About
·
Like
Joke-Love
Killing
3.
standing
women
five
the
with
s Games"
Yello-"Visciou
3.
Blood
in a circle facing each other
ire"
ABC-"Milliona
4.
You
Minds-Don't
Si'mple
4.
imme~
Almost
hands.
holding
Another
Jagger-"
Mick
5.
Me
About
Forget
diately they start spinning in
Night"
ered
Puppy-Smoth
Skinny
5.
faster
and
faster
a circle, moving
6. Tears For Fears-"Shout"
Hope
with each revolution. The circle
7. Squirrels F. Hell-"I Can't
Swing
Nails-Mood
The
6.
one.
graceful
is a beautiful and
Say"
Go
Reducers-Let's
The
7.
Even when it gets moving at its
8. Husker Du-"Celebrat ed
_8. S.C.R.E.A.M. #3
fastest rate it still looks as
"New Day Rising"
Summer",
e
Twins-Treasur
Cocteau
9.
g:aceful as it did in the beginMinutes"
Goes-"Five
Bonzo
9.
VU
UndergroundVelvet
10.
nrng.
nother
Damascus-"A
To
10.
The women move so fast that
Place/Time"
it actually becomes dangerous.
During a practice run in Providence the spin broke, sending
one of the women flying off into
the wings of the stage. Fortunately she wasn't seriously hurt.
After the spin hits its top
speed the women burst apart .
(continued from page 15)
into their solo pieces. Even as
child- As in reality, he lets the destruchouse,
her
of
left
nothing
they break apart at this high .
. tion emphasize itself. Meansemicarrying
uniform
in
ren
speed they remain under comautomatic weapons. Through while he remains sensitive to
plete control.
They then performed several them the viewer is moved to the friendship of the two men.
·The Killing Fields isn't just
beautifully choreographed and experience the pain, suffering,
Vietnam war movie
another
they
which
helplessness
and
difficu~t solo and group pieces,
about how bad it was. The re·
occass10nally reforming their lived with. ·
Waterson was also notable education work camps in Camcircle of kinetic energy.
in operation, the
. The dance is greatly enhanced as the correspondent. At times, bodia are still
Rouge are still
Camao
ruthless
righteousness
and
drive
his
by the beautiful music and
refugees continue
costumes. The women dance to a pp roach oversincerity, but in power, and
the borders.
a peaceful flute quintet entitled overall, he contributes to the co pour across
the same way today
"FIVE" by Ellen Levy in colorful film with an energetic perfor- Cambodia is
as it was in 1975 when journalcostumes designed by Melenda mance.
Director Joffe did an excellent ists were still allowed into the
Pomykal.
has not
The dance will be presented, job, creating the external real- country. The slaughter
along with many others, when ism without sacrificing the ended.
This movie is a private look
the UNH Dance Theatre pres- depth of the protaganist's rewhat Schanberg calls
into
Schanfollows
Joffe
lationship.
Concert.
Dance
annual
its
ents
world, a secret world."
"another
shell-shocked
the
through
berg
The show will be held in the
Fields is a powerful,
Killing
The
bodies
and
rubble
with
city
in
PM
8:00
at
Johnson. Theatre
incense eye opener
emotionally
backthe
throughout
scattered
April 3 (open dress rehearsal),
Four UNH students perform a modern dance choreographed 4, S, 6, 10 (matinee), 11, 12, & ground. He is blunt and doesn't about a war that rips friends,
overempR°'dsize the destruction. family, and a country _a.pa_rt. .
by UN~ professor Jean Brown.(John Hurney photo)
13.

"5 on Five" was performed
By John W. Hurney
Lau:a Brennan, Carolyn
by
Dance
College
The American
Festival was held for New Cruso, Lisa Dodge, Laura Priebe
England Colleges at Rhode and Cynthia Sosland. The danc~
Island Colleges in Providence, was choreographed by Jean
RI last weekend. At this festival ~orrison Brown. Jean Brown
five dancers from UNH showed 1s an associate professor of
some of the top colleges in dance. She has taught at UNH
dancing from all over New s~nce 1965. She was formerly
England that the University of dtrector of dance, and she is the
New Hampshire could compete currently the chairperson of the
with the best of them and come Theatre & Communicatio ns
Department .
. out on top.
When the women weren't
day
four
a
The festival was
long event, beginning on Thurs- competing or performing they
day. Thursday and Friday morn- attended various workshops on
ing were spent competing for many different types of dance.
_'Tve been working solely
a spot in either the Friday night
show or the Saturday Night with Jean, Gay and Larry (UNH
"Gala'. Performing in the Friday Dance Instructors)," remarked
night show isn't as much of an Carolyn "so it was neat to see
honor as being invited to per- how other people do it!"
"I really didn't expect it" was
form in -the "Gala."
response to ho~ she
Brown's
The judges chose "5 on Five,"
the UNH entry to compete in thought "5 on Five" would do
the gala. This was the sixth time at the festival. While the women
in nine dance Festivals UNH were dancing in front of the
dancers have performed in. the · judges she stood in the back of
the room watching nervous! ,
._
g~la.

-----MOVIE-----
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COMPETE FOR A
PARTIAL SCHOLARSHIP

Tl1e NicJ1c
-- --- -• -- ·Coffecl1-o use -

- WOMEN -AS LEADERS: -- ---~

An .E ntertainment Alternative

PREPARING EARLY FOR
JOBS 'AT THE TOP

presents

•

FEBRUARY 23RD

;

to go to

•

A Symposiu~_in Washi_~ gton, D._C.__
9 - June 1, !985
May 1_
A pr0-fessional training program for college women in any
discipline ...
Program fee and housing: $375 & $35.00 (Registration)
Food, travel and incidentals not included.

Janet and Kathy Thompson
Cindy Garthwaite
and
Twoholbrook

For more information and an application form to compete
for a partial scholarship, contact the Dean of Students Office,
· Huddleston Hall

Room 7L Devine Hall

APPLICATIONS D~E: Monday, March 18, 4:30 p.m.

-

Free Admission

Symposium sponsored by NASPA: National Association of
; · Student Personnel Administrators and other p~ofessional
women's organizations.

Funded by PFO
'

;

--Tomas(er-your-careerinbusiness,-see --- ---- :·_
The Specialist: Bentley Graduate School.
Organizations in todays complex business world
need both competent general managers and
skilled specialists with expertise in specific business functions. Thats why Bentley College offers
students a choice of five different graduate business programs.
You can select from four specialized master of
science programs, in accountancy, computer
information systems, finance or taxation, to complement your undergraduate degree in liberal
arts, science, or business. Or choose our unique
MBA program that, unlike most other MBAs, is
tied into our specialized programs, allowing
you six areas of concentration plus interaction

with fellON stud~nts and professors with specialized perspectives.
Located just nine miles from Boston on Route 128,
Massachusetts' high-technology highway, Bentley
College offers graduate programs that mirror the
real-v.orld business environment where general
managers and their more specialized colleagues
v.ork hand-in-hand to achieve success for their
organizations and their own careers.

H you're looking to be the master of your
business future, see The Specialist. Send this
coupon to the Bentley College Graduate
School or call (617) 891-2108.

--------------------------------------------------·
0 Bentley College

0

1

I

Graduate School
Waltham, MA 02254

Yes, I'd like to learn more. Please send me
information on the following programs:
□ MS in Taxation
□ MS in Accountancy
□ MS in Finance
□ MS·in Computer
Information Systems
□ Master in Business Administration
□ Part-time
□ Full-time
I am interested in:
study
study

Name

---------------

Street _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ Zip _ _ __
College _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Major _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

February 22, 1985

U.N.H.

-CHAM BER-

MICS
By JIM DAVIS

GARFIELD

BUT TMA"I' PROC£55fP
AME.RICAN CH£.£5E IS AN
INSUL"T TO MY PALATE !

YOO 5AID IT! A NICE
CAMEM0E.Ri OR
CREAMY BRIE
WOULD 0E WORTH

GOING IN AFTER

By GARY TRUDE AU

DOONE SBURY

I NO LONGER HAV8
ANY [J/f<tCTION/ MY
5/3NS£ (F PtJ!?POSe
I

BLOOM COUNTY
NO r£N€Ml .. ~ R€5PeCTfflt.LY
08J€CT 10 7H€5€ N€,WS 8lA(,f(OI/T5 ON YOVR. fD.1?€T SMIT11£
Fl/GHTS .. Y€5 SIi?.. SIi?? OH NO,
SIR... . . .___ ~ SIi<.?
/

B.C.
DtD YOU E.VER NOTICE. 1HE.
UTTLE VEI NS CN A LEAF f'

(JI(, &€N€f<fll .. C(}(.l(J?

YOUHOl/Ja,J A

SECON/1 '?

\

I(

OH,MY
GOP..

I

YOlJ'vt.. YOUV!3
llJRNWHIM

INTOA

Pfl,K)(,JW/

IAll3ll,W&'Rc NOT

SUR£. tu£'Rt5TIU
a/AITIN6 FOi<. LAB
/?£'3lll75. \

"'

By BERKE BREATHED
YtXIARE WAt'W6, YO(J

Ot.' ~A66·/MGA6Tcfl

fA~C/ST l'OOP/.,,
\

~

I/

By JOHNNY HART
IF rr HAD
A.RfERIES,WE'D

ALL BE. RICH !

~ News Group Chic ago, Inc., 1. .

SHOE

By JEFF MACNEILLY

<cominued from page 2)
cian (EMT) inside, and two to
three people running the controls.
- "When the pressure increases
(inside the chamber), the
temperature goes up and your
voice changes. It sounds like
Donald Duck. It gets old quick,
though," said Lavoie. "What
misfortune befalls you in there,
you deal with, because one
pound of pressure per square
inch exerts (an atmospheric)
force of 1800 lbs on the door.
Once the door is closed you can't
open it. "
Lavoie says, "We're proud _of
(the volunteers). It amazes me
that people come in the middle
of the night and stay for forty
hours and carry on with their
c1 c c1dcm.i c du t .ic3. It -would be

impossible wfrhout them."
The chamber cost a half
million to build and was funded
by industrial donations and
grants, Lavoie said.
"The chamber came from the
Veteran's Administration Hospital in Buffalo, New York," he
said. "They were going to cut
it up for scrap. Portsmouth
Naval Base gave equipment and
expertise."
"The risks involved for the
University were big. For the
University to assume the risk
of Paul Lavoie building a
chamber and making it work is
remarkable, expecially since it's
the first one I've built," Lavoie
said.
Negotiations are in progress
to move the chamber to the new
Portsmouth Hospital. American
Hospital Corporation, the company putting up the hospital will
build the huge facility required,
Lavoie said. It will still be owned
by the University, but they can
expand the use of the chamber,
he said.
Lavoie said the chamber will
provide better service for diving
accidents and CO poisoning,
bec ause better life support
systems will be available. Burn
victims and people with diseases
where p oor circulat ion is a
danger wi ll also be tre ated, a
service the ch amber currently
does not provide.
Lav o ie sa id funding comes
mostly from the University but
the chamber also receives grants
from th e N at io nal Ocean and
Atmospher ic Admin istration
of t he Depa rt m ent of Com merce and donations from local
divers.
"The nice thing about this is
when you're down about politics, the system here at UNH,
and things in general," Lavoie
said, "it's nice to be driv ing
ho m e at S am kn owi ng you
saved som eone's li fe. I know
wha t I'm doing is wo rthw hile.
You don't get that working
down at Shop and Save."

SAVE $5.00
RUN?
DO YOU
with yol.'.r
. "WALKMAN?"
Now you can protect your investment
and rid yourself of the annoyance:
tangled cords, inaccessible controls
from backpacks or pockets and the
" bounce " associated with belts or waist
clips .

fits ste reos up to 4" x5 ". Blue, Red or
Green . Adjustable . Send $17.95 plus
$1 00 post. to: Sound-Pak. Box 66 ,
Williston. VT 05495

only 12.95+1.post. if postmarked by2/ 25 *Campus
Rep. Wanted*

y
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Road re·p airs need UNH land
By Marc Carroll

Durham town selectman
Owen Durgin said yesterday
that a "one to two foot wide
strip" of land would be taken
from the University should the
town vote in favor of reconstructing Mill Farm Road from
Main Street to Foss Farm Road.
The University agreed to give
up the land which lies on the
side of Hetzel Hall which faces
Mill Road, and will not be
reimbursed with money, said
Director of Public Works
George Crombie, but would
receive a new sidewalk.
Crombie also said the land

appropriated from the U nivers i ty would be bigger-ten to
fifteen feet wide, a "couple"
hundred feet long-and would
be used to widen the existing
road.
The town, said Crombie,
would take out a three to four
year note to pay for 25 percent
of the $600,000 construction
costs which would not be funded
by the federal government.
The interest rate for the note
would be from six to seven
percent for a three to five year
loan.
Durgin said if construction
is approved, and he s-ees no

:
•
•
strong opposition, it would be •
:
completed this summer.
George Crombie said very
little land (a three by ten foot
piece) would be taken from the
shopping center across the road,
so that a light might be put there
in the future.

•

:

See your instructor for 'pre-exam help ·w_hen_you ~need it,
but go prepared wit,,h a)isf of sf?_epific q_uestion,s; Show
the instructor your attempts at the problem imd s/ he will
be more willing to help.

:
•
:
•

Door to Door Service
To and From Logan, and From
N.H. Seacoast & Southern Maine

Crombie also said the road
would not have to be touched
for about ten years if the construction were to be done.
He said the road past the
Shopping Center up to College
Road would remain the same
width.

$2.00 OFF OUR REGULAR PRICE
For transportation to and from Logan
(With Coupon or Copy of This Ad)
No Fuss ••• RI DE WITH US •••
WE WAIT FOR LATE FLIGHTS

AZTEC T~A"NSPORTATION

(continued from page 6)
ecology of the rocky shore, said
The Odiorne Point Nature of NH, the NH Divis10n ot
Center is sponsored by the Parks, and with the support of
Mawson.
A ,proposed new p_rogram _ UNH Ma_c ine and Sea Grant _ Friendsof Odiorne Point, Inc,
titled "Coastal Issues: A Wave programs, the Audubon Society
of Concern" will concentrate
on the wide implications of the
rocky shore studies, on issues
such as water quality and safe
access to and from the coast.
"The Seacoast is the fastestgrowing area in NH, and it is
a finite piece of property," said
Mawson_about the importance
of the programs.
"People trying to use the area
in a variety of ways leads to
conflicts about our natural resources," she said.

(603) 778-8147
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Individual Employment
Services
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offers a variety of services to
help with your job hunt or
career change We provide: -career counseling
-job listings
-a resume service

_
---

a

The ultimate goal of the
Nature Center and its programs,
said Mawson, "is to help develop
a citizenry that is aware enough
and concerned enough to make
important decisions about their
environment."

•
•

.............................................:

-------WA SHED U P - - - . . . - - - -

A final project for the requested money would be put
toward the marketing and implementation of The Tidepool
Times, newsletter published
by the Sea Grant program which
features articles on a variety of
marine topics in northern New
England.

TASk TIP OF THE DAY .
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VEMCO #3800 Drafting Arm like new. $85,
call Jon 964-9432.
1980 Volkswagen Diesel Rabbit Excellent
condition, $2,400-Call in Manchester,
627-1245.

Durham Rental-Spring Semester. Rooms
Till open at 71 Madbury Rd. Heat provided
· --cmly-a walk away fo-rm compus or town.
742-1009 evenings.

GRILL "Super Fast ur Grill II" by Farberware. Great for hamburgers, hot dogs, eggs,
etc. Small, fast convenient. Only $11. Call
Marc days on campus 2-2139, evenings
749-5016.

Wanted; Subleasers for summer and
roommate for next year. Aparment N-7 in
the Coops. One bedroom, living room,
bathroom and kitchen. Holds 4 persons
comfortable. Contact Chris at 868-9844
or 2-2798 and Randy at 868-9746 or 21509.

I

~

1974 CAPRICE CLASSIC CUSTOM
COUPE. EXCELLENT CONDITION. WHITE
WITH HIS/HERS SUNROOF, GREAT FOR
THE BEACH-AM/FM TAPE DECK STEREO, EOUILIZER, AMP, CUSTOM SPEAKERS ($300 STEREO), RADIALS ALL
AROUND. EXCELLENT RUBBER, SKIRTS
ALL AROUND, TU-BO EXHAUST, ALL
POWER,A/C, 350 ENGINE, 2 BBL, RUNS
TYPJNG - ONLY _$1 /PAGE! Call Bus.iness
LIKE A TOP-TERRIFIC FOR ROADTRIPS · Support Services. 436-4001 (days) or 749AND COLLEGE MOVING. HAVE ALL . 2338 (nights,). Pick up and delivery in·
RECORDS AND RECEIPT -SEF IT AT cl?
Dvrham and Do,·or/ 1! lf'you need ~omconc
YOUNG DRIVE OR CALLJERRY 868-5906.
to type you thesis, call ab0ut our word
$1,300 OR B.O. $1,400 OR B.O. WITH
processing rates .
STEREO.
- - - - - - - -- - - - FU 's - can't wait for the festivities tomorrow
nite. It's about time we indulged into a little
77-Blue Plymouth Arrow. AC/4sp., 50,00u
miles. AM/FM converte(. all new tires
Two-Fingers and a few ANheuse Busch
$2,200 or best
products' I think you'll find my roommates
DEC T AINBOW 1oo PC 8 months old, under
fine candidates for FU. See you then. Mary
warranty. 256K, dual drives. amber monitor,
F.

i 1(11]

W.-0

NEED MONEY? ·sNOW SHOVELERS
NEEDED EVERYJIME H SNOWS!
$4.00/hr. Receiv~ 75,% 0t"pay within 24
hrs, Clall the Grounds Shop for more info.
ooz-1 o::, 1

Ambitious writers aod interviewer wanted
for 1985 Granite. If you're fn,t-erested come
to the meeting on February 19, Tuesday,
at 7:00 in the MUB, Room 125
Need a responsible adult to watch over
two small children 3 days a week Friday
and Saturday from 2 p.m. until 11 p.m. and
on Su nd ay's from 2 p.m. until 3 a.m.
References needed, Base salary of $?O.OO
a week. Please call any morning or early
afternoon at 749 - 1863 $10-$360 Weekly/Up Maifing Circulars!
NO bosses/ quota! Sincerely interested
- --rustt-seff~addressed-i'lnveloper-Dept.r\N7, POD910Cew, Woodstock-;_ Jl 60098
SUMMER ENPLOYMENT'OPORTUNITY.
THE BIKING EXPEDITION seeks men and
women to lead summer teenage bicycling
trips in Canada nad the USA. A presentation
of the Biking Expedition's travel program

Ford Econoline Van-Great for travel.
1970
Bed, stove, and heater. No rust, runs great.
$ ,
call Andy at
_
days,
_
224
1 800
862 2009
nights.
0587
--------------1977 Toyota Corolla. Good condition, well
taken care of. $9 00. all A nd Y at 862 · 2009
days, 224 - 0587 nights.
Spring Break Party Van! Ride in style down
to Florida. 1970 Ford Van-set up for
cmaping. Bed , stove, heater. Great condition. $1,800. Call Andy at 862-2009 days,
224-0587 nights.

w•.;;v; ... "..-_•
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Attention International Students.We correct
spelling and grammar at NO EXTRA
CHARGE. Termpapers only $1 /page.Pick
up and delivery in Dover and Durham.
Business Support Services, 436-4001
(days) or 749-2338 (evenings)

.._._;.UN
i~~
for Sa~

77-Blue Plymouth Arrow. AC/ 4sp., 50,000
miles. AM/ FM converter. all new tires
$2,200 or best.

, 1·

•
•
Typing $1 .00 Per Page. Bold, PICA, Elite,
Superscript subscript, APA and Turabian
bibs, graphs plus much, much more at an
incredibly low student rate· Call Bert 75492928 eves.

ri~:g-

DEC RAINBOW 100 PC, S'~ o. ol(:J, under
warranty. 256K, dual drives; amber monitor
keyboard, personal printer. CPM/MS DOS
OS. Lotus 1.2.3 select word processor.
BASIC list manager, complete documentation. Great business tool. 60% off list.
MUST SELL. Call Torrey, 868-9887 eves.
& weekends.

-

~- '""-- ___. . _ _ _

14K gold, initialed pinky
found near
the faculty center. Call 868"~:3/~6.

I

•.· 1...._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.,,J.11
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Personals

!

•
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SUMMER JOBS SVAILABLE THROUGHOUT NEW ENGLAND! Come explore the
possibilitities at the SUMMER JOB FAIR,
Wednesday , February 27 , MUB Granite
State Room-9:30 to 4:00 p.m.
MAME- Get psyched for this weekend!
Can we spend a quiet one tonight? Party
Train Saturday night!' Get ouf o herejll Hi
Sue' I luv ya much , always - T.

SKIS FOR SALEII Pair Dyna_)'ftic VX-10 skis
wjth Marker M-30 binding ', •'' o cm . Never
EVER been used. A ste .
150. MUST
Chachi , Chill , and Konrad, Are you guys
mad at us?' You guys are so cool. What
SELL. Available to look
kathy at 742-1747 or
an experience Friday night, we 'll have to
have more wild times this semester. Amy
Thurs.
and Andrea . P.S .... and the next semester,
condition.
Exercycle, Columbia. E.
and the one after that...
VIC 20
Used only a few ti
Commodore w·ith 48K
Sue B. Didn 't I tell ya. I'd send you a
personal. THanx for being a great ST-S and
and Datasette tape s
__ ., Refrim:rator, Frigidair
f~~L Re :_ __ ari awesome _partier, but Qlease don't hide
n. Freezer
in
shoes any-~oret Steph - -·- .. - - ... frigerator unit-good

my

Unit-fair condition . $5Q."
5p.m.

-2897 after

1'982
Ford Bronco full s}ze.;"t-ed,
4 wheel
.,.... ,
~11
tjrive, four speed , low miles, one owner.
Never plowe-d,- $8",tJOO c.fr·B :O. Days 43fnH1, evenings 431-5395. Ask for John.
198"0 Honda Accord-Exceflef1t.condition ,
5 speed, 4 dr. 87,000 mi. Bqokvalue $4,600,
wm sell for $3,9.00. Please call 7 49-2931
i:iights until 9:30.
1973 Plymouth Duster, 2-door power
st~ering automatic, inspected. Under
8.0,:000 miles. $850. Call after 4 p.m. 742-

9120..

,

0

_A_5_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-'---Heidi K - - - - - Pay you IOU's pleas~.
_I_ne_e_d_m_c_y_m_o_n_e-'-.y_- - ~ - - - - l=RUQTnATION ·Sr>ILL_ING OVER? The
quicker-picker-upper: SUMMER JOB PAIR,
Wednesday, February 27 9:30 to 4:00 p.m.
in the MUB Granite Siate Room.
HAVE FUN AND GET PAID! Come to the
-SUMMER JOB FAIR, Wednesday, February
27, 9:30.to 4:00 p.rn. in the MUB.~.Granite
State Roorn. ·
1 C_o_m_e-to-th-e
_S_U_M_M_E_R-"--J-O_B_S_A_V_A_l-...:L_A_B_L_E._

99 Cent Dance or 2 for$1.98 this saturday,
Bill-So you say Phi Mu's can't hold their
SUMMER JOB FAIR February 27-Grc~.nite
keyboard, personal printer. CPM/MS DOS
OS. Lotu 123 Select word processor,
Feb. 23, beginning 8:00 p.m. at the Catholic
•alcohol?? orthat they pass out at 1o p.m.
State Room in MUB- 9:30 to 4:00 p.m.
· BASIC, List Manager, complete documenStudent Center in scenic downtown DurShould wertestthis oneagain? Those RusHey, RAINBOW REGATTA FANSJ 1 Ok,w
tation. Great business tool. 60% of list. Eves.
ham. You can't beat the price and best of
sian Nipples were good throughl S_
o n't
so we lost a couple games this ·year ... At
and weekends Call Torrey, 868-9887.
all M.E. Benson of Hartford wi!;spin the
forget about BAckgammon. I'll beatyou
least we put up a grnovey fight-Well...J-ust
MUST SELL!!'
disks. There will be much rejoicing.
rear end' Have a great day and stop by
wait until next year, right Cheryll! HeeHeel!
6son SG custom -Guitar w1th hard sheir·-·- R-obin-Cros-oy -+~-y-01:1-bimteay oo-t-he--- ····soon:-Mary- - --- · - - ·- ------ - ----- ----l0ve-K •··· - - ____:_ --- ------- -· ·- --·- -- ---·-····- -- .. flightcase, gold plate hardware, !ripple
28th and I kn_ow you didn 't want anyone
Welcome to UNH, GINA, and MICKEY'
Ambitious writers and interviewers wanted
pickups, $450 with case also Epehome
to know, but I Just can't keep a secre! Make
JDon't worry about having a good time in - for 1985 Granite if you're interested come
BAss guitar $200. Pevey standard 400 watt
it a happy and wild day·t One of your
the seacoast area. It's almost exactly like
to themeeting on Feb. 19, Tuesday, at 7:00
in the MUB room 125:
amp. 4x12" speaker cabinet used one year,
computer buddies!
New Jersey, but colder. The bad dude is
reverb, phase, font switch, covers $3 5 0
RUGBY!!' Seacoast Rugby Club is starting . 21 now 50, I guess we all have to be careful.
Ambitio.us writers and interviewers wanted
Thanks for coming to our wonderful state.
for 1985 Granite if you're interested come
868-5324.
its spring season with practices on York

·,.

o~re:1:

DIMA, 'where are you? I need you as much
as you need me!' Meet me somewhere!!
Blue Blue Eyes
oear Ann, 5e1sy, camy, Jim, Hon, an Kirn!
Thanx so much for a great half birthdayI
You guys are the best!(l'm still surprised)
Love Kathy
JoJo and Guy, You two are so gay!!.YOu
know I'm only kidding but you two are so
much fun to pick on. Whan'! the cocktail
. party a blast? I think we all should dringthat
half-gallon soon' Love Yasl Mary

---rn

with a discussion on the leadership position.
will be presented at the UNH Job Fair on
Februray 27, 1985. On campus interviewe
sessions with Thomas J. Heavey will be
held on Thursday, March 7 starting at 9:00
a.m. For signup and further information
contact Sharon Fitzgerald, Career Planning
and Placement, Huddleston Hall, 862-201 O.
WORK STUDY JOBS AVAILABLE FOR
READERS/ ACADEMICC AIDES. HANOICAPPED SERVICES ROOM
MUB
_
200
862
Flexible working hoursrt
2607
Lost and Found
Lost - Men's Royal Blue bortex Patagonia
Jacket, size large. Last seen was RFD#?
Newmarket Rd. (home of D.d:noghue, Denio
Crisy, .1acobson and Lent)sJJ you know of
it's whereabouts pleae rety.n1 or call Eric
at 868-2950. Please, it hig.great senti- · mental value. Reward
no qaestions
asked.

Patty C. (aka Shirl) Surprised? Don't be ... of
To BUBBLES at -Phi Mu. Thank you for a · Adrian, why do I these things for you?
Maybe it's you bedy. So two years later
course, I'm -thinking of youi Hope you're
sparkling refreshing weekend Saturday
we are in a similar situation, or are we?
enjoying your last semester at UNH, and
night at the Cocktail Party was great, but
What's up at your end? A Re we distined
your senior status. Be sure to live it up and
Friday night at the Hot Tub was a touch
to remain "Just friends" for life? Much has
EN;JOY I However, use discretion when it
more relaxing . Next time I'll try to give you
changed, but not really. Talk to me - you
comes to fire escapes, Evelyn's front lawn
a little more notice so you can find a bathing
are not a boy a-nymore. Hope I'm not- (Gordie's now!) up on the roof's.and other -suit. Mr. Bubbles
assuming too muGh, am I? -One who
points of interests! Stay away from PAB'SI
MMA Mamasl We can't wait for this
draws frogs
Have fun at all the parties and keep up the
weekend; For our roadtrip to begin. We'll
WHAT ARE YOU DOING THIS SUMMER?
scoping! Pretty soon it will be : welcome
bring the mixers, if Tina brings her Gin.
Does the thought of looking for a summer
to the real w_orld (Channel 5 is waiting')
With all Tim's stuff, we'll be cramped in
fob make you uptight and nervous?. Why
Until then be happyl Take care always 1
the car, but we'll keep downing the beers,
not come to the SUMMER JOB FAIR held
Love, Susie! P.S. Ain't those cats, stiJI, the
so it wor.i 't seem so far . We'll cruise the
Wednesday, February 27, 9:30 to 4:00 p.m.
most?!
whole way, without any stoppin' 'cause
in the MUB Granite State Room.
To my buddies in B-6.- Forgo.t myjob .got
once we get the.re, Maine Maritime will be
Congratulations DZ Pledges. gEt ready · me special privileges, didn't you?_!t's been
hoppin'I Get psyched you saave queensl .
for fun exccitement and the B-est weeks
great getting to know y0u- I'm sure more
To T.H. in Alexander. Last weekemJ at
of your life. We 're· glad you're here' love,
wild times are ahead. Ghetto :1lte is great,
Nick's was fun' Don't forget the baseball
the sisters of Delta Zeta
isn't it? We need a f'JC roadthp soon! Love
schedule. K.

Scott , How special the memories we 're
always sharing of many times filled with
loveing and caring and how bright the future
as true love endures and promised life' s
yous will always be ours. ·Paulir
Rairw.ow Regatla-:-:-So guys we won the
booby proze, must have been due to our
unique playing style' Do you think they 'll
give us worn-out innertubes as trnphies?
Anyway, who cares about the· scre?. It was
definitely a fun time and wer couldn;t have
had a better team. Thanx to all of yu and
don't forget, there's always next year! Love
... Cheryl

Beach, ME. Practice starts, at 10:00 a.m.
Many of the players on the team are fromm
UNH, so if you want rriroe info. call Mark,
Skip or Steve at 868-7275 no experience
necessary
To my QUAD Roomies of J.D., Just want
to say "Hi" girls' Just think; it's like a month
'ti! Spring Break. Awesome! A Nd only 2
months 'Iii my U2 concert' Mega! Can you
handle it? Hve fun I AGh 1 Love ya, MoiMEGA BOND LOVER p.s. hi Prudie 1
-To the brothers of Alpha Uno Epsilonand Mr. Fish, too - I'd like to thank you
each and every one of you. for your
continuous hospitality: More dancing in
the living room tonight? And RUSH at 7?
NEVER MINDI Now you have somethjng

We love you-UNH .
Hey BWOCS-how are you all? Son;t let
the Mid-semester gress get you down. THe
Bahamas and Florida and the Caribbean
and some island off of S.C. and of course
North Easton are all eargerl Y waiting our
arrivals' Only 21 more daysl I love you all
AMH
GET A HEAD START on your summer job
search. Come talk to employers from
business/industry, resorts, camps, recreation & parks departments etc. about
summer employment. Wednesday,
February 27, MUB granite State Room 9:30
t_o_4_:0_0~p_.m_.___________
Come see what it's like to be the first to
hBar that "WWII is over!" Join the Hotel

to the meeting on Feb. 19, Tues. at 7:00
in the MUB room 125.
SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE! Come to the
SUMMER JOB FAIR Feb. 27- Granite State
Room in MUB- 9:30 to4:00 p.m.
Congratulations new SAE Little Sisters'
It has been a long tough road ... but well
worth it' Get psyched for the cocktail partyit should be the best time yeti Love, your
_si_st_e_rs_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Overseas JObs. Summ·er, yr. round Europe,
s. America, Australia, Asia. All fields $900 _
2000 mo. Sightseeing. Free info, write IJC
P.o. Box 57 NH Corona Del tv1_ar, CA 92675.
.
.
th 1985
TAH-DAH!!I lt-'s
e
FR~SH-MAN ·
27
h
9
5
_CAMP THEME. :4 pm FeQruary
, inl e
forum room of the li.br-ary. Come here
Trunce's deepest secrets and fantasies.

for your diary, John - AMH

Students as they toast to the Victory of '45

To the SHEPARD of the MINl's; " ... Don;t
·
you f orget a b outme. Yo u recognize me.
Walk on by. Rain keeps falling soen .... "
(Refer to Simple Minds) From the U2 nut
across campus...
Sarah and Moe-Long time.no see-Let's
get the old Stanton House crew .together
for a few drinks. Give your old roornie (and
her new roommates) a call. Mary

on March 1st and 2nd. Gourment dinner
t·1ckets go on sale. February 21st at the
MUB Ticket Office.
For all you guys out there who love to play
cards_-wear plenty of layers or you could
·be embarased 1
Trunce with something relevant to say?!
Amazing' But true, it's the 1985 FRESHMAN
CAMP THEME. Be at the library forum room,

FRESHMAN CAMP THEMl;. -9:45 pm Feb.
27 - in the library forum room. Ev.eryone
_is_w_e_lc_o_rn_.e _ · ~ - - - - - - - - ~ Speck-going t-o the b-balt game tonight?
Ok I guess that was a silly question! Will
Sperry be with you too?
WEB, Why did you stick the knffe that fell

To all FU Rushees: Sat. Nite promises to

Feb. 27 at 9:45 and live the fantasy.

on the floor back into the cheese at -Floch

be a good time. Hope you are all ready to

Slephen-Thanks for the cheesecake. TooI

carry on the FU tradition'
Seg-Well you're one up on me or is it two

bad you put in all that effort ... just for a wart

Come ·one, come al.I!!!. Hear the 1985

Women's pre cocktail pa"y. And Lisa,

thank you for being such a wonderful host
and person that night. You are so kind-

or maybe three??. .. This bet is getting more
complicated by the minute' Who knows
what the weekend brings ... 11!

_M_r._B_u_b_b_le_s_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
:••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••:
•
• ·

Scott and Brothers of Sigma Phi Epsilon.
Thanks for having us pour at rush. It was

•

fun and the party was great, whtrn 's the
next one? Cheryl and Kathy -By the way
Scott, get a real middle letter.
HAPPY BIRTHDAYI JW. Can Dova stand
another 21 year old? It's gonna have to,
I'm not gonna let you go anywhere. Thanks
for keeping me same. Love you , Donna.
Dear Katie, Since it's you btrthday , ataKe
soje itme off and have a wild night on the
town! Oh, by th way ROTC invited tow
hundred more people the Granite Sta_
te
Room has been invaded by aliens and won't
be available on th ninth .....Love us.
Jermtfer-M--fsthe-ft.Jn-fovfng-cAie*and-boys- we do mean fun (MARKES my word on
that'). Call her t 868-6161; this little sleaze,
though somewhat chubby, is ready to warm '
your backseat.,anytime ...for free! Yes ,
blondie here is tree to be taken (again and
again) , go for itboysi (Comln' io get you
Jenny Lou' The OAT).
•
SPRING BREAK-ORLANDO , FLORIDAWe have rese·rvations for four at an
inexpensive Orlat1do Hotel, but only have
three people. Would like a;Jourthperson
to share expenses (and funf for either just .
the ride down and back or fcr•;ride and hotel.
Call either Lori at" 2-2428 dr 868-9832m
ir Mlchelle at_2-2427 or 868-°t3807.

•
•

•

Stoh hiding
Y
Christin~
•

We know its
your
• birthday • •

•

•

:
•

:
:
•

•

•

•
•
·••
••
••

..••

•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
It's my

birthday?

Happy. B-:L?ay
,

'
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---. MISCHIEF----<cominued from page 1)

Safety David Flanders, said,
"this is destructive, immature
behavior and the community as
a whole has to be made aware
of the problem."
"This means educating the
community and asking for cooperation in reporting and identifying offenses," said Flanders.
He said UNH Public Safety
would gladly work in cooperation with Durham Police.
However, they have not yet been
asked to aid the Durham Police
in combatting this problem, said
Flanders.
· In ,,an interview with Foster's
Daily Democrat, Durham se1 lect~oman Patricia Fisk s•aid

access to public property.
Although the Durham Police
Department is seeking futher
legal advice with the New
Hampshire Attorney General's
off ice, Gowen maintains that
no further legal action can be
taken at this point.
·
"We will deal with offenders
immediately offce, they are
caught in any acts of vandalism,
but we can't go as far as placing
a guard in the problem area,"
said Gowen. They will though,
increase patrols in the area he
said.
Gowen said the issue has
reached a peak of controversy
as residents demand that action

th:H ::isi~P from ,elec tmens'

he takt=>n a,gainst thP rnntinning

positive response to the residents' petition concerning the
alleged vandalism in the Cowell
Drive area, no solution to date
has yet been found.
A committee was appointed
by the selectmen to further
investigate the problem and are
due to present their solutions
to the selectmen at next Monday's meeting. Appointd to this
committee are selectwoman Pat
Fisk, Director of Public Safety
David Flanders, and Chief of
Police Paul Gowen.
At last Monday's town meeting, residents proposed that a
chain length fence be erected
surrounding the Cowell Drive
area.
Despite the legal problems
carrying out such a proposal
would entail, some selectmen
said a fence would only direct
vandalism towards other residential areas and erecting a
fence would cut off pedestrian

offenses, but because of pedestrian access rights to surrounding public property, a more
complete surveillance of traffic
cannot be maintained by police
officers.
Residents have been advised
to post "No Trespassing" signs
on their property, but those
have _been either torn down or
ignored by trespassers.
Town officials will meet with
UNH Dean of Students Gregg
Sanborn to discuss the problem
of vandalism_which is effecting
both the town and the UNH
community, said Gowen.
Sanborn was unavailable for
comment.
"This will be a neighborhood
meeting where all parties concerned must come to grip with
the problem. This is something
that effects both the students
and residents alike, and we have
to reach a positive solution,"
he said.

I
I
I
I.

Bumi11g the night oil thinking
about where you're going
to be IMng next fall?

_I

Relax ...
Take time to
know your options.

March 4 Congreve North Lounge 7-8:30
March 5 Randall Main Lounge 7--8:30 ·
March 6 Hubbard Main Lounge 7-8:30

This is an opportunity to get ideas about:
How, when, and where to begin to look for
off-campus housing.
Rental rates
Cost comparisons_ of living ·on vs. off campus.

·--------------------~---------~--~--------~
~~~n1r.r1um-;:..------...
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Programs
6th ANNUAL
WOMEN IN MANAGEMENT
CONFERENCE
Your Bahamas College Week Includes:

April 3 and/ or 4
Sheraton Inn, South Portland, Maine
Cost: $55.00 per day
Keynote Speaker: NATASIA JOSEFOWITZ, former

faculty member at UNH and author of Paths to Power, You're
the Boss! and Is This Where I Was Going?

For further information call or write
Sharon Hansen
Department of Community Programs
University of Southern Mai. 1e
96 Falmouth Street, Portland, Maine 04103
(207) 780-4045

780-4045
University of Southern Maine

0

a unit of the University of Maine

• Round-trip air transportation from your home city to Bahamas • 7 Nights accommodation in
Freeport (Freeport Inn-casual club like hotel located downtown, next to El Casino and opposite to
International Bazaar) or Nassau (Dolphin or Atlantis Hotel-ideally located across the street from the
beach within walking distance to everything). Price based on quad occupancy. Triple add-$50.00
Double add $100.00 • Roundtrip airport/hotel transfers • Hotel room tax • Gratuities for bellman,
chamermaids and poolman • College Week activities-sports, parties, music, fun.

Hotel Options

·--m•,~•
----------,
I
If
Nassau-Add $25.00 for deluxe Cabie Beach Inn, add $60.00 for deluxe Pilot House Hotel
Freeport-Add $50.00 for first class Windward Palms Hotel.
SPACE FILLING OP FAST - - BOOK NOWUU!
.

I-

IIRR

I

I

~

.

n

HOUOAVSINC.
501 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10022

212-355-4 705/800-223-0694 (reservations only)

Bahamas College Weeks
o
D
D
D

Feb 23-Mar 02
Mar 02-Mar 09
Mar09-Mar 16
Mar 16-Mar 23
□ Mar 23-Mar 30
0 Mar 30-Apr 6

o
D
D
D
O
0

Apr 6-Apr 13
Apr 13-Apr 20
Apr20-Apr27
Apr 27-May 04
May 04-May 11
May 11-May 18

o
D
D
D
D

May 1&-May 25
May 25-June 0.1
June01-June08
June 08-June 15
June 15-June·22

Check One:
D FREEPORT
D NASSAU
Occupancy
(Sat. departures)
(Sat. departures)
D Quad
D Triple
D Sounds good. I've checked the week I want to party and enclosed a S 100 deposit.

~=--

I
1~-

SCHOOL

ADDRESS

I
II

OTY

D Double

DEPARTURE CITY

STAT!'

•AU prlcq plus 15% tax and services.
Price based on departures from
New York & Boston. (Add $20 from

Aallimo"' and S40 f,om ,..,...._.;.}.

I

ZIP

Campus Rep/Office

PH NO.

I

I

I.
I
I!I
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Butterfield thinks positive
presence on the court."
10.7 ppg.
As the only returning starter
Currently, she's on schedule
"Kelly knows how to win. She
. thinks·- posidv..e. She. doesn't ... _ro..become UNH's. third 1,000- ... this Y-ear, Bµtterfield Jjnds her-:
think, 'What if we don't,' but point scorer, joining Theresa self with some great responsi.:
Redmond (1252) and Gail Jack- bilities. ,
rather, 'when we do."'
"It's a small team, so I have
These are the words of Uni- son (1079). After 18 games this
versity of New Hampshire season, Butterfield had 923 . to play inside with the bigger
women's basketball coach Cece- career points, which puts her players," she explains. "I have
lia DeMarco and the player she fourth on the all-time scoring to put the ball up more than I
is describing is senior captain list. Her career total of 5 56 · ever have before."
Butterfield, a business major
Kelly Butterfield, a young worn- rebounds puts her at fourth in
at UNH, says her family has had
an who has been instrumental the career standings.
Impressive statistics aren't the biggest influence on her life.
in the success of the Wildcat
· team over-the past three years-. - what Butterfield is searching-- All eight chil.dr.en are- athletes-Butterfield's positive attitude for, however, and her biggest and her parents have been very
and no--i10n·sense approach to contributions often go unno- supportive.
"My dad is a big motivator
the game have helped the UNH ticed by the fans.
"If people looked at my stats, and my mom is always there,
team to two consecutive 20too," Butterfield says. "She
th~}T wnnl~n't <;;pp anything and
5amo winning seasons and tu,a
I wouldn't really want them to," doesn't miss any of our games.
ECAC titles.
UNH is experiencing a classic says Butterfield. 'Tm a threat When I was a freshman, I felt
rebuilding year this season and on the court. If opponents like a worse player than in high
Butterfield has supplied the pressure me, it opens up a lane school. Only my family know
leadership and experience. The for my teammates. It gives the how good I could be."
Senior forward Kelly Butterfield l~ying it in against Brooklyn
5-11 forward who has started limelight to others, but I'm a
earlier this season.(Charles Smith Jr. file photo)
for three years is leading the
Wildcats through 18 games in
scoring at 12.9 ppg and rebounding at 8.3 rpg-both career highs.
· She was named ECAC Player
of the Week after leading UNH
and recognition soon followed, overly friendly to any one player. learn more about each other
to wins over Siena and Holy By Robin Stieff
Bill Knight, head of UNH when we're traveling. I like the
Bruce Gillies thrives on pres- when he was named to the AllCross. She combined for 41
points, 28 rebounds and eight sure, but not the familiar aca- ECAC second team 1st year and Sports Information, was in idea of going into a foreign rink,
demic pressure college students set a UNH record with 1065 Holt's office the morning after shutting thei::1 down, and winassists.
a recent loss against Wisconsin ning," he says with excitement
Butterfield is no stranger to endure. He tends the goal cage saves.
Bruce Sr. (Gillies' father), when Gillies entered. "He in his voice.
success. During her four years for the UNH ice hockey team
Unfortunately this season has
at Gorham High School in and enjoys every minute of played goalie at Norwich Uni- thanked the coach for the pep
Maine,Butterfield's team posted action. "I like being the last one versity and sparked his son's talk after the game. Bruce was been more frustrating than
_ a phenomenal 85-1 record while on the (defensive) lirie, and the initial :interest in goaltending. ·down and Chadie helped him usual for the Wildcats. They
way the team looks to me to Gillies' younger brother, Chris, out. They must have talked back began with three wins and ten
collecting four state titles.
. "I've been lucky in that way," make that final save," says plays goalie for the University and forth for a good fifteen losses, only to forfeit the three
wins because Kirk Lussier failed
minutes," said Knight.
she says modestly. "In high Gillies, looking onto the empty of Denver.
According to Holt, Gillies is to maintain full-time student
When answering how he
school, the kids really gave to rink from the bleachers after
prepares for a game, Gillies more intense than the other status. Minor knee surgery also
the sport and wanted·,io work a recent practice.
Gillies, 22 and a senior hotel explains "I don't like to talk players in the sense that he kept Gillies out for seven games.
hard. Here at UNH, · Coach
DeMarco expects dedication and administration major, received much during the day of a game. brood·s a lot about the~ game: The end result is a typical 14a football scholarship his first I like to be by myself, get Whereas the other players may 24-0 record, which is a new
we give it."
Butterfield's dedication to the two years at UNH. Coach Char- everything into scope, concen- · tend to take the opponents' school record for most losses
Wildcat team began when she lie Holt offered him the full time trate, relax, and tell myself over goals -roo lightly because: "It's in a season.
·-wa-s-rrriuniurhigh-schout- and- - -goa I-ie-··pmririon- ,md-a--huckey-· - -and- uverto-be ·a--rarget.+ wane-----ea-s-ierfor -r-hem;--they-c-ome-o·n ·--·-- No-r-wi ths-ra nd-i-ng -rhe-k--n-ee---- ----· --· ---met De Marco at a basketball scholarship his next three years. that puck to hit me every time." and off in shifts. Bruce is on the injury, Gillies has used his
When Gillies faces an oppo- ice all the time. It's a game of strength and agility to compile
"I miss the intensity, the contact
camp.
"Even then, I knew that if she of hitting, and the Saturday nent on a break-away, he holds mistakes, everyone's," Holt said. an admirable .886 save percenHolt finds it hard to advise tage. He explains, "It may have
continued to develop, she would games," Gillies says when asked his position and stares at the
be the kind of player I'd like to what he misses most about puck. "I try to be intimidating, Gillies when he isn't playing scared some people, but it didn't
have in this program," recalls football, adding with a smile; to come right out and challenge up to his capability: "Last year hinder my play at all." Perhaps
DeMarco. "We continued to run "now I spend my Saturday after- him, and not give him an edge," he was unbelievable, but things UNH's misfortune has shifted,
haven't been going well .recently as on Sunday the Wildcats
Gillies describes seriously.
into each other at camps and noons watching the games."
He credits coach Charlie Holt for the team," adding that the turned back the potent ProvThe six-foot three-inch, twoour paths were always crossing. ·
It worked out well for eve- hundred and five pound goalie for providing the incentive to absence of a goalie coach this idence Friars, a team that debegan his hockey career at the play up to his potential. "He year may be a contributing feated UNH twice earlier this
ryone."
season, 4-1.
·
Butterfield's hard work al- age of four when he played for reassures me of the team's factor.
Greg Rota, the number two
Although Gillies does miss
lowed her to see action in all the Concord Youth Hockey confidence in me, which helps
26 games as a freshman and team. He honed his· skills at a lqt." Gillies believes a good last year's coachJimmy Stewart, goalie, has great respect for
~anded her a starting role as a Bishop Brady High School in player-coach relationship is he doesn't think Stewart's ab- Gillies. "Bruce has a big influsophomore. She finished second Concord, and then succeeded critical to team success, hut sence has contributed to his ence on the whole team and is
in scoring that year, averaging Todd Pearson at UNH. Success thinks a coach should not be performance. "The goalie coach a great leader. When the team
isn't up for a game, he does
helped out a lot with the little
,
things," Gillies reflected, cl;d- all he can to get us in the right
ding, "jus,t by looking at my frame of mind."
The prospects for a professtance, he improved it 100
percent. It was great, especially sional hockey career look hopedown the home stretch, near the ful for the UNH senior, but he
says, _"it's not up to me, I'll play
end of the season."
This year the UNH hockey anywhere for anybody. I'd just
team has ventured to Colorado, like to be given a chance and I
Minnesota, Michigan, and think I can uphold my end of
North Dakota, as part of the the bargain." Gillies would like
new Hockey East scheduling to be a success in what ever he
format with the Western Col- does and he says he will do
lege Hockey Association. Gillies anything to achieve it. And, yes,
enjoys the road trips. "They he hopes to put his hockey
bring us together as a team,-we talents to the test.

By Lisa Markley

Netminder Gillies thrives on pressure

----M.HOCKEY.-- -

UNH senior goalie Bruce Gillies(above) clearing the puck out. He has two assists this
season.(Ro~in Stieff file photo)

<continued from pag~ 24)
~_!_Ile was Dwayne Robinson's ·tholic Memorial and a member
136th of his career, and set a of last year's MassachusettsWildcat record. The old record Minnesota series joins defenwas·held by Bruce Crowder and seman Jeff Cornoyer from Mr.
St. Charles High, rightwing Dan
Bobby Gould.
High scoring center Steve Prachar from New Jersey,
Smith from Reading High heads . rightwing Steve Horner from
the list of recruited players Henry Carr High in Toronto,
coming to UNH next year. and center.Tim Schie Ids from
Smith .at last count had 30 goals Cornwall as players committed
·
and 31 assists in 18 games. to UNH for next year.
Goalie Rich Burchill from Ca•

UNH women's hockey squad coasts past Brown
- By J. Mellow
The UNH women's ice hockey team brought its season
record to 15-2 and extended its
winning streak to four games
with a 6-1 win over Brown
University Wednesday night.
One goal and two assists by
senior co-captain Lauren Apollo
led the UNH attack, which
ourshot the Pandas 37-14.
Though the game was a key
one (a loss would have meant
a slip in UNH's seeding for the
playoffs. It was not a great show ·
of UNH talent.
"Coming off the Providence
drama we~did enough to win
(tonight) and get back home,"
said head coach Russ McCurdy
· after the game. -~'It was lacklus-

this could also be a blessing in
disguise. He doesn't want to
"emotionally exhaust" his players, either.
"(Providence) was exhausting. We know we'll be in another 'do or die' situation Saturday
(vs. Northeastern). It was sort
of ... an in-between game," said
McCurdy.
UNH opened the scoring
1:30 into the first period on a
goal by Beth Bernhill, assisted
.
by Apollo.
Although Brown's Lisa Bishop was able to answer back
on a two-on-one break less than
a minute later, goals by cocaptain Sara McKay, Vivienne
Ferry and Apollo ended the
period 4-1, UNH.
i\ second period tally by
_
tcr."
. . __:They. w.enuo be.cllas.t. nighr_ _ _sophom.or.e J.anet..Siddall and .
~-- ----------------------- ---·- --- ------ --------- ·--- -- ---·--- ----------- --- -- -anli-woke-up·-rhis-mor·n"ing-with-----o-n~e--in-t·h e-rh-i-rd--b-y--St1e ·-Hnnr- the game in the back of their then closed out the Wildcat win.
"They had a couple of good
minds," said McCurdy of his
players. "We weren't at .the· players that could hurt us:-i

?!1.e..~ th,a,t_?.. ':~d ~ .Y-''1:_sn~t
· _______....., ____ {e_y_~_rl~~-~-h -~ h_~_p~-~ -~}! ~a..Y.~- _~-~~-!}_
··-·-_,··•· ..---__,·--·-iiiliiiii·--------- --···• ··..,
··....,;•--·- ,..--··~-----··.,.··--·--iiiiiiiii,iiiiiii,i...,.• ._,-,_
rd __

- --·-- -··---- -- _,·...
··- · - ·-.·....
··...,.
---··-·----~-- - ---···;·;..;--•··- -·---- - - ---· t...,;;.;.;;.~. .- -- ...

Frosh Cheryl Allwood(l l) breaks between two defenders as teammate Vivienne Ferry(lO)
.
.
.1 h
trai st e P1ay.(Robrn Stieff file photo)

M C d
atBur ay. _d.
ut accor mg to c ur y,

~xpaggelratht~gk, shat "McCuh Yeop e t rn t ey own t eu
position. Whe~ people think
they can have a bad day or not

._ Wildcat_gymnasts _cruis_e over:_Hus_kies .:a;!'£t~l1diifiir:i f1.~~

Dean, with Carlin taking second of hustle," he continued. "I find
followed by teammate Kim six positions.
a 36.45 and Northeastem's that intolerable."
with
the
on
mistakes
had
"We
scoring
Also
9.0.
a
with
Sonier
Going into the meet against
"We can't coast-we're not that
Northeastern Wednesday night -well for UNH were Peggy beam but it was ·better than we Sharon Mahler finishing third
of a team. If this team
kind
35.3.
a
with
Goodssaid
doing,"
been
had
Toby
and
the UNH women's gymnastics Donovan(8.95)
"Both Laura and Diane are doesn't establish a pace ( too
peed. "The first people are really
team had three goals to accomp- Kapp(8.9).
Laura and Diane had excellent setting up the others. There are capable of scoring 37.0+, which · quick for the other team), it
lish, and when it was over two
had been reached and the other vaults, and I was pleased with still some small wobbles we would put them among the top breathes life into them (the
20 gymnasts in the country," opponents)."
just missed as they came out everyone down the line," said have to get rid of."
"The last time we played
The Wildcats closed out their said Goodspeed.
with a 179.5-172.45 victory over Goodspeed. «Diane did a layout
----· . ······---d-1eH\,lskie-&--·--· ...____ -~. -...... - ···-- .. sukahar.a., which.she.has.,rhmwn srrong.~pet:fotmance.w.itb.sbeic_-~...._The_yj_ctory_e_ven~,.th.e .C.a.ts....,J'SP.r.tbeJlsJe.rn :Wt ~V£,.~.uil.LQJJt.:
The two goals they accomp- consistently well all year, while best floor of the year, as five of record at 9-9 for the season as set this frantic pace. Every time
lished were hitting most of their Laura and Toby landed their their six gymnasts scored 9.0 they prepare for what could be we need a win, that's what we ·
sets and not making as many front-handspring fronts. It was or above. Cavanaugh and Carlin a tough meet at the University have to do," said McCurdy.
The Cats need this win. A
mistakes, while they fell just the first time Toby had landed tied for second with a 9.15, while of Rhode Island Saturday afterDonovan and Sonier posted 9.1 noon against the URI Rams. . victory over Northeastern will
short of their third goal of it this year."
Although the bars score was and freshman Jessica Downey The Rams have a high of 178.0 seed UNH going into the.
scoring 180.0.
when in the confines of their ECAC's (March 9 and 10) at 16Although they didn't break slightly lower than in previous had a 9.0.
"That was Peggy's first time own place but dropped down 2-0. Providence will be second
the 180 barrier they did continue meets, there were still some
good performances. Kapp and in the 9's and Jessica did a great to a 164.0 when they went on with 15-2-1 and then Northeastto improve their score, which
-em-at -10--')-l. First-seed means
. is ·whar head ·coach Gail Goods- Cava·naugh · wo·n ·-with 9.-l-5's job leadi-ng ·off-fo-r -us---with that the road.
The Wildcats' score against home ice for the playoffs.
peed wants. Tm really pleased, while Carlin scored a 9.0 and 9.0. The other teams have their
"We have to win for home
we missed by only .5 and that's Beth Raynor turned in her best last performer turning in a 9.0, Northeastern placed them in
not much. It was a great meet p~rformance of the year with not their first," said Goodspeed. third place in the Northeast ice," said McCurdy. "A tie isn't
- - -· •·- for-us."------- -- -- ------- --- - · - --an 8.6-.-· ----- --- - - - --------···- - ..... - .".Al-so--La.u-rca.-t-hr:e-w-a-one-ean.d~--- Regi.on .behind Dhio..State....and_ ...good.enough ..~·__________________
... ___ ..
"Beth st-a-rtecl us off ri-ght with a-half twi-st--~nt-0-ner tumbling- Penn State. Nationally, .acrnrd- -·The Wi1dcats set season-high
Cat Note-With four games ·
her. score and Toby did her best run. She has always had the ing to Goodspeed, the Wildcats
team records in every event but
routine of the season," said capability Jf 9.0's in the dance rank somewhere between 15th left in her season, UNH cothe uneven bars on their way
captain Lauren Apollo is just
Goodspeed. "Laura is currently portion, out now she has im- and 20th.
to the win and it was by perfor"We still have severaf meets one point away from hitting the
mance not generous scoring by doing an lnterna_ti~n_al leve! _ prove~ her tumbling so much
routine and if she hits it she that she can scoreTroin ..9.0-9.5." left so we'll try to improve our 100-point •cateer mark. ·such a
the judges. "One of the judges
Cavanaugh won the all- position for the Regionals," said feat has been matched (yet not
could score anywhere from 9.5is nationally recognized and has
9.7. She got a 9.15 even with a around with a team season-high Goodspeed. "Right now we have surpassed) only by one other
scored us lower before," said
of 36.85, just .1 off the school the ability_to place all six people UNH defenseman, Cindy
mistake at the end."
Goodspeed. "We deserved the
Cavanaugh was the only Wild- record set last year by Jayne in each event at 9.0 and above." McKay '82.
scores that we got."
cat gymnast to 'licore over 9.0
- -The vault got the Cats off to
in the balance beam with her
a strong start as co-captains
first place score of 9.2 5-, but
. Diane Carlin (9.3 5 ) -and-Laura
UNH still took five of the top
Cavanaugh(9.3 ) finished 1-2,

By Steve Langevin
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around game."
Mulliken led UNH with 20
points, while Ptefferle and
Altobello chipped in with 12
points each. Also, Kelly Butterfield, who was held scoreless
in the first half and ended with
eight points, was a force on the
boards for the 'Cats, finishing
with a game-high 16 rebounds.
_Maine was led by _Ke_lly_Nobert
with 18 points and Emily Ellis
with 15 points and 12 rebounds.
The victory gives the Wildcats, 10-13 overall, a berth in
the ECAC tournament and currently places them in second
place in the Seaboard conference
with a 3-1 record. Northeastern
stands in first place with a 41 mark and will host the tournament next Friday and Saturday. Meanwhile Maine (18-8

overall) and Boston University
are tied for third with 3-2
records.
UNH has one more conference game against Vermont
Monday and win or lose they
will stay in the same position
because they defeated both BU
and Maine and lost to Northeastern. Their _probable tournament oppone~t will be Maine
because Maine <lefeated BU and
therefore would get the third
.
spot.
Before the Vermont game the
Wildcats will have their home
finals Sunday at 5 pm against
Temple University. Temple was
15-8 heading into action this
week. That will be the fast home
game ever for seniors Kelly
Butterfield, Terri Crete and
Jennifer Mueller.

The UNH women's gymnastics team rolled past Northeastern Wednesday in Boston. They
are now 9-9 this season and travel to URI tomorrow afternoon. (David Drouin file photo)
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Sports
Men's hockey team rallies for 3-3 tie
By Chris Heisenberg
A tie , as the saying goes, is
like kissing your sister. For
UNH though, Wednesday's 33 tie with Lowell was an acceptable result considering what
it rook ro get it.
"You've goi: to be happy,"
senior defenseman Dwayne
Robinson said after the game.
"Even though the way we played
we deserved to win, you have
to give us credit for coming back
in die ld::,t ccu 111inuce:i."
Robinson was referring to
Tim Hanley's two goals in the
third period which lifted UNH
into the tie, and the play in the
final minutes which left Lowell
happy to escape with a tie.
It was a game of contrasts in
which Lowell scored on most
of their few opportunities, but
UNH came away with less than
full value for theirs. Five goalposts and some shots just inches
wide of open corners haunted
the Wildcats.
By virtue of the tie the Wildcats have now technically moved
into fourth place in the Hockey
East standings, with Northeastern (Thursday night) and Lowell still left on the schedule.
UNH and Northeastern both
have 11-20-1 records, and have
split their two games. Lowell
is at 10-20-1.
"This just makes the next two
games the biggest two games
of the season," Robinson said.
"We're playing well now. Our
forwards are creating lots of
loose pucks, and if they keep
playing that way we can only
get better. Our defense is also
playing well. Two of their three
goals were tip-ins."

After a very slow scoreless
first period, Lowell got on the
board in the second period with
a Mike Rawnsly wristshot which
Bruce Gillies lost in a screen.
As the intensity picked up in
the second period Lowell got
their second goal on a Tony
Lapolito rip of a Carl Valimont
shot from Gillies' left.
UNH cut the lead in half just
39 seconds later when center
James Richmond won the draw
back ro .Peter Douris who blasted his 23rd goal over Dana
Demole's glove. However, before the period was out, Lowell
re-established the two goal lead.
Bob Badger took the puck off
the boards and centered a pass
to Tom Evangelista who deflected it into the open corner.
In the third period Lowell
hoped to keep the win by
dumping the puck out of the
zone any chance they had. This
worked until 10:37 when Gillies
took the dump and quickly fed
it to Allister Brown who headmanned it across center to
Hanley. Once across the circle
Hanley took a slapshot which
deflected off Valimont's stick
into the open corner.
With just five minutes remaining Mike Rossetti took a
slapshot from the blueline
which Demole stopped. The
rebound however bounced to
Hanley at the circle who wristed
it past the sprawled D~mole.
UNH had a chance to score
again when Jon Morris got
called for interference, but the
powerplay couldn't click.
"At this point the pressure
is on, and a lot of people are
coming out and plaring their

UNH center James Richmond moves the puck up the ice against Lowell Wednesday night.
UNH scored twice in the third period to come back from a 3-1 deficit for a tie.(Charles Smith
Jr. photo)
best hockey," goalie Bruce Gil- said 'we have to score' and they only have to score goals to win.
lies said. "We've got kids here did. This team do~s well when It's tough to win a 7-6 game, and
who have played for Matignon we have to," he said.
its frustrating, especially for a
and other winning teams who
"These two or three-goal goalie," added Gillies.
·
are used to the pressure. They games have a positive effect on ' GOINGS ON-The Lowell
(the freshmen) have been doing the team because they know they M.HOCKEY, page 22
the job this year.
"It's nice to see the team bear
down. The boys on the bench

Women's hoop
shoots to victory

By Steve Langevin
game that they weren't accusThe difference in the game
tomed ro.
Wednesday night between the
"We really packed in our
UNH women's basketball team
defense to force Maine to shoot
and the Maine team was that
from the outside because they
UNH got the shots that they
like to go to their big people
wanted and made them, while
underneath," said Pfefferle.
Maine was forced to take shots
"Maine needs to get the ball
they didn ' t want and missed inside and when they couldn't,
them. The result was a muchthey began hesitating" said
needed 65-55 conference vicrory UNH head coach Cecelia Defor the Wildcats, which clinched Marco.
a spot for them in the ECAC
By the time Maine's Elizabeth
tournament March 1-2.
Coffin scored her team's first
"We were really up for this basket from the field, ten mingame," said UNH freshman utes into the half, UNH was
guard Melissa Pfefferle, " be- already ahead 48-36 and would
cause we knew that a win would never really be challenged the
give us a bid into the EACA's."
rest of the way.
The important part of the
In the first half, the 'Cats also
game for UNH came at the start got off to a quick start when
of the second half when they Pfefferle, Altobello and Mulgot a basket each from Terri liken combined to bury seven
Mulliken, Michele Altobello and outside jumpers as UNH held
Kelly Butterfield to enlarge the a 14-5 lead six minutes into the
34-29 halftime lead to a more game.
comfortable 40-29 bulge.
Over the last nine minutes
"That spurt at the start of the of the half -it was Pfefferle and
second half was the turning sub Terri Crete who provided
point in the game," said Pfef- the offense , again from the
ferle. "They never really rec- outside, as they combined for
overed from it."
fourteen of the Wildcats' last
The Wildcats continued build- sixteen points in leading UNH
ing on the lead as Maine's only to the 34-29 halftime lead.
points were coming from the
" Terri Crete has been a big
foul line, as they missed their help off the bench the last few
first 16 shots of the second half. games," said Pfefferle. "The
With the UNH defense keeping whole team played a good allWildcat forward Terri Mulliken(24) launching one of her outside bombs. She scored 20 points the ball from getting inside,
_ _
_ _ _
Maine was forcecno··r11e .-oillstde _··-W.HOO~e..2~"""--~--~~~~~~~~
against Matrre=w'ednesuay· nigtit(RubirrSrreff-phutof
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